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GENERAL INFORMATION

Goal of the NID Programme:
The goal of the National Innovation Diploma (NID) programme in Islamic Banking and Finance is to produce intermediate technical manpower with
sound theoretical and practical knowledge to effectively perform a range of various functions in institutions offering Islamic Financial Services (IIFS)
such as banks, other financial institutions, commerce, industry, private and public enterprises.
The Objectives of the NID Islamic Banking and Finance Programme
The diplomate of the NID Islamic Banking and Finance should be able to:
1. Collect and integrate basic financial data for use in investment decisions.
2. Assist in the preparation of final accounts of companies and other financial organization
3. Collect and collate relevant financial information to aid superior officers/and management make financial decisions.
4. Compute basic financial and statistical ratios
5. Assist in the analysis and evaluation of investment proposals, price and market trends.
6. Conduct Market intelligence and surveys for effective marketing
7. Assist in loan booking and in the credits administration process
8. Actively participate in deposit mobilization, loan recovery and remedial process in both front and back office operations and ancillary roles
9. Serve as a Resident Control Officer (RCO) or Audit Officer
10. Appraise Islamic Investment proposals to aid Superior Officers/Management make financial decisions.
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants with the following qualifications may be considered for admission into the National Innovation Diploma Programme by direct entry:
Senior Secondary School Certificate (SSCE) or its equivalent (Teachers Grade II, WASC, GCE Ordinary Level), with five credit passes in English
Language, Mathematics and any other three subjects from the following: Economics, Business Methods, Principles of Accounts, Islamic Religious
Studies (IRS), Literature in English, Commerce, History, Statistics, Geography, Government, Marketing and Agricultural Science/Biology obtained at
not more than two sittings; or
Candidates with ND, HND or Bachelors degree who wish to re-skill or those with Certificate in related Financial and Business Studies with good
standing work experience from the Banking and Finance Industry can be considered.
CURRICULUM STRUCTURE

The structure of the curriculum of all NID programmers consists of four main components. They are:
General Studies Courses
Foundation Courses
Professional Courses
Supervised Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES)
The curriculum of each programme is structured into four semesters of classroom/Laboratory activities within the institution and three (3) to four (4)
months supervised Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES) in the relevant industries. Each semester of institutional based activities shall be for
seventeen (17) weeks duration distributed as follows: 15 weeks of teaching including practical, tests, quizzes, etc. and 2 weeks shared for registration
and examinations.
ACCREDITATION AND CONDITIONS FOR THE AWARD OF NID

Each programme offered at the NID level shall be accredited by the NBTE before the diplomats can be awarded the National Innovation Diploma.
Details about the process of accrediting a programme for the award of the NID are obtained from the office of the Executive Secretary, National Board
for Technical Education, Plot B, Bida Road, P.M.B. 2239, Kaduna, Nigeria, Tel (062) 237-609.
Institutions offering accredited programmes will award the National Innovation Diploma to candidates who have successfully completed the
programme’s course work, after passing the prescribed examinations, diploma project and the Supervised Industrial Work Experience Scheme
(SIWES). Such candidates should have completed a minimum of between 72 and 80 semester credit units depending on the programme.
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Diploma Certificates shall be classified as follows:

Distinction
Upper Credit
Lower Credit
Pass (P)
Fail (F)

-

CGPA of 3.50 and above
CGPA of 3.00 – 3.49
CGPA of 2.50 – 2.99
CGPA of 2.00 – 2.99
CGPA of below 2.00

Transcript(s) showing all the courses taken and grade obtained by the students shall be issued together with the certificate(s).
Note to Teachers teaching the Programme

The new curriculum is drawn in unit courses. This is in keeping with the provisions of the National Policy on Education which stress the need to
introduce the semester credit units which will enable a student who so wish to transfer the units already completed in an institution whose programmes
are accredited to another institution of similar standard in designing the units, the principles of the module system by product have been adopted thus
making each of the professional modules, when completed to provide the students with technician operative skills, which can be used for employment
purposes.
As the success of the credit unit system depends on the articulation of programmes between the institutions and industry, the curriculum contents have
been written in behavioral objectives, so that it can be quite clear to all, giving the expected behavior of the students who have successfully completed
some or all of the courses of the programme.
Note that there is a slight departure in the presentation of the performance based curriculum which required that the conditions under the performance
are expected to be carried out and the criteria for the acceptable levels of performance are stated. It is a deliberate attempt to further involve the staff
of the department teaching the programme to write their own curriculum stating the conditions existing in their institution under which the
performance can take place and to follow that with the criteria for determining an acceptable level of performance. The department’s submission on
the final curriculum may, however, be vetted by the Academic Board of the institution.
It is our aim to continue to see to it that a solid internal evaluation system exists in each institution. This is to say that a system for ensuring a
minimum standard and quality of education in the programmes offered throughout the polytechnic system should exist.
The teaching of the theory and practical work should, as much as possible, be integrated. Practical exercises, especially those in professional courses
and laboratory work should not be taught in isolation from the theory. For each course, there should be a balance of theory to practice in the ratio of
70:30.
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GUIDELINES ON SIWES PROGRAMME
For the smooth operation of the SIWES, the following guidelines shall apply.
Responsibility for Placement of Students:
Institutions offering the NID programme shall arrange to place the students in industry. By April 30 of each year, six copies of the master list showing
where each student has been placed shall be submitted to the Executive Secretary, NBTE who shall authenticate the list and forward same to the
Industrial Training Fund (ITF) Jos.
The Placement Officer should discuss and agree with industry on the following:
A task inventory of what the student should be expected to experience during the period of attachment. Institutions may wish to adopt the one already
approved for each field.
The industry based supervisor of the students during the period, likewise the institution based supervisor should set and agree on the criteria for the
evaluation of the students on the job performance.
The evaluation of the student during the period: It should be noted that the final grading of the student during the period of attachment should be
weighted more on the evaluation by his industry-based supervisor.
Evaluation of Students during the SIWES
In the evaluation of the student, cognizance should be taken of the following items:

Punctuality
Attendance
General Attitude to Work
Respect to authority
Interest in the field/technical area
Technical competence as a potential technician in his field
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GRADING OF SIWES
To ensure uniformity of grading scales, the institution should ensure that the uniform grading of students’ work which has been agreed to by all
Innovation Enterprise Institutions is adopted
The Institution Based Supervisor
The Institution based supervisor should initial the log book during each visit. This will enable him to check and determine to what extent the
objectives of the scheme are being met and to assist students having any problems regarding the specific assignments given to them by their industry
based supervisor.
Frequency of visit
Institutions should ensure that students placed on attachment are visited within one month of their placement. Other visits shall be arranged so that:
There is another visit, six weeks after the first visit and a final visit in the last month of the attachment.
SIWES as a Component of the Curriculum
The completion of SIWES is important in the final determination of whether the student is successful in the programme or not. Failure in the SIWES
is an indication that the student had not shown sufficient interest in the field or has no potential to become a skilled technician in his field. The
SIWES should be graded on a fail or pass basis. Where a student has satisfied all other requirements but failed SIWES, he may only be allowed to
repeat another four months SIWES at his own expense.

National Board for Technical Education,
Kaduna.
March, 2018
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CURRICULUM TABLE
NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE

SEMESTER 1
Course Code
IBF111
GNS101
COM 101
IBF 112
IBF 113
IBF 114
IBF 115
IBF 116
IBF 117

Course Title
Business Mathematics I
Use of English
Introduction to computing
Introduction to Islamic Economics
Introduction to Islamic Finance
Principles of Islamic Business
Principlesof Islamic Law
Principles of Accounting I
Principles of Management I
TOTAL

L
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
3
2

P
2
-

CU
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
22

CH
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
22

Pre-requisite

Course Status
Core
GNS
GNS
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core

L
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
2

P
3
-

CU
2
2
4
2
2
3
2
2
2
21

CH
2
2
4
2
2
3
2
2
2
21

Pre-requisite

Course Status
GNS
Core
GNS
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core

SEMESTER 2
Course Code
GNS 201
IBF 121
IBF 122
IBF 123
IBF 124
IBF 125
IBF 126
IBF 127
IBF 128

Course Title
English & Communication Skill
Business Mathematics II
Computer Packagesin Banking
Islamic Economic System
Islamic Law of Contract
Fundamentals of Islamic Banking
Principles of Accounting II
Principles of Management II
Islamic Financial Transactions
TOTAL

7

SEMESTER 3
Course Code
IBF 211
IBF 212
IBF 213
IBF 214
IBF 215
IBF 216
IBF 217
IBF 218

Course Title
Business Statistics
Financial Report Writing
Islamic Banking Operations I
Introduction to Islamic Insurance(Takaful)
Islamic Investment Services
Islamic Corporate Social Responsibility
Introduction to Islamic Financial Institutions
Marketing of Islamic Financial Products
TOTAL

L
2
2
1
3
3
2
3
3

P
2
-

CU
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
21

CH
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
21

Pre-requisite

Course Status
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core

L
2
2
1
2
3

P
2
-

CU
2
2
3
2
3

CH
2
2
3
2
3

Pre-requisite

Course Status
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core

2

-

2

2

Core

2

-

2
6
20

2
6
22

Core
Core

SEMESTER4
Course Code
IBF 221
IBF 222
IBF 223
IBF 224
IBF 225
IBF 226
EDP 201
IBF 227

Course Title
Internal Control
Regulatory Compliance Functions
Islamic Banking Operations II
Islamic Re-Insurance (Re-Takaful)
Risk Management in Islamic Financial
Institutions
Corporate Governance in Islamic
Institutions
Introduction to Entrepreneurship
Project
TOTAL
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PROGRAMME: NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: BUSINESS MATHEMATICS I
COURSE CODE: IBF 111
DURATION: One Semester
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:

1.0
2.0

Understand the Concept of Simple and Compound Interest, Annuity, Present Value and Discount
Understand Investment Appraisal, the necessary test and their application to Business

3.0

Evaluate Indices

4.0

Understand the Concept of Equations and Inequalities and their applications in solving business problems

5.0

Understand Vector Algebra and its application to Business

6.0

Comprehend the basic idea of Matrix and its application to Business

7.0

Understand the construction and interpretation of graphs and their application
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PROGRAMME:
COURSE:
YEAR:

NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS I
SEMESTER One
PRE: REQUISITE

COURSE CODE: IBF 111
Theoretical: 2 Hours/week
Practical:
GOAL: This course is designed to enable the student to apply mathematical models in solving simple business problems
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0
week Specific Learning
Outcome
1.1 Define simple and
compound interest

CREDIT HOURS: 2

Understand the Concept of Simple and Compound Interest, Annuity, Present Value and Discount
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
• Explain simple and
• Guidance on
• Questions
compound interest
the
and
• TextBooks
• Compute annuity
and
compound
calculation
of
problems
• Calculators
1.2 Explain annuity and
interest
simple and
based on
• Explain Annuity
• Annuity
compound interest
compound
business
and Present Value
• Compute the value
Tables
interest
situations
of land, equipment,
• Log Books
1.3 explainPresent value and • Explainnet worth
etc. or money
• Solve
discount
according to present
business
value concept
problems –
1.4 explain how monetary
retail
• Compute the
worth of things are
scenarios –
monetary worth of
computed with discount
using simple
things with discount
concept
and
concept
compound
interest
• Advice on the
concept of net
present value
– simple
calculations
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2.0 Understand Investment Appraisal, the necessary test and their application to Business
2.1 Define Discounting
• Textbooks
• State discounting
Techniques
• Explain the concept • Calculators
techniques using the
of discount and cash • Annuity
cash flow method
2.2 Explain discounting
flow techniques
• Perform the
Tables
techniques using the
necessary test in the
• Log Books
cash flow method
choice of the
• Explain problems
involving the above
techniques
2.3 Explain the necessary
• Apply concepts to
test in the choice of the
problems in
techniques
Business
• Conduct Test
3.0
Evaluate Indices
3.1 Define Indices

•

3.2 explain the
Simplification of the product
and quotient of Indices

Explain indices,
logarithms and their
laws

•

Solve problems
involving the above

•

Explain change of
base

•
•
•

•

Textbooks
Calculators
Log Books

Simplify the
product and
quotient of indices
• Simplify the value
of an index raised to
an exponent.
• Apply the above
concepts
to problems of
business nature

3.3 Explain the value of an
Index raised to an
exponent.
3.4 Define logarithms

•

•

•

•

Guidance on
cash flow and
discounted
cash flow
calculations
Solve
business
problems –
retail
scenarios –
using
discounting
techniques

•

Questions
and
problems
based on
business
situations

Solve
business
problems
using indices
Advice and
guide on the
use of indices
and
logarithms

•

Questions
and
problems
based on
business
situations

•

Questions
and
problems
based on

3.5 Explain the laws of
Logarithms
3.6 Define change of base
4.0 Understand the Concepts of Equations and Inequalities and their applications in solving business problems
4.1 Explain the concept of
• Explain
• Text books
• Solve simultaneous • Guide on the
equation, i.e. A=B,
mathematical
equations using
application of
• Calculators
where A
equations
algebraic and
simultaneous
• Log books
and B are expressions
graphical methods
linear
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•
4.2 List different types of
equation: Linear,
quadratic,

•

4.3 Enumerate example of
simultaneous equations:
Linear, quadratic, etc.
•

•

Explain types of
equations

•
Explain how to
Solve problems
using mathematical
and graphical
equations
Give assignment

•

Factorize a given
equation
Solve a given
equation by
Factorization
Solve given
equations by
completing the
square

•

•
•

4.4 Solve simultaneous
equations using
algebraic
and graphical methods

equations
Solve
business
problems
using indices
Apply the
principles of
factorization
Solve
equations
relevant to
business
situations

business
situations

4.5 Explain factorization
4.6 Factorize a given
equation.
Solve a given equation
factorization
4.7 Solve given equations by
completing the square
4.8 Explain the use of
formula in
solving quadratic
equations
4.9 Solve equations involving
inequalities.
General Objectives: 5.0
5.1 Define a Vector

Understand Vector Algebra and its application to business
• Explain Vector and • Textbooks
• Illustrate the
•
its law
addition, subtraction
• Graph papers
5.2 List examples of Vector • Solve problems
and multiplication
of Vector
involving Vector
5.3 Illustrate the addition,
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Show how to
Apply the
concepts of
Vector
algebra to

•

Questions
and
problems
based on
business

•

subtraction and
multiplication of Vector

Apply the
distribution law of
Vector

•

5.4 Explain the distribution
law of Vector

Business
Guide on the
application of
Vectors to
business
situations.

situations

5.5 Explain the application
of the concepts of
Vector algebra to
business

General Objective: 6.0 Comprehend the basic idea of Matrix and its application to business
6.1 Define Matrix
• Explain the concept • Textbooks
• Perform simple
•
of matrix and its
operations of
6.2 Identify Matrix
properties
addition, subtraction
and multiplication
6.3 State the properties of
with matrix
• Solve simple matrix
Matrix
problems
• Determine the
•
determinant of
6.4 Perform simple
matrix including
• Solve matrix by
operations of
positives, negative
linear equations
addition, subtraction and
and zero
multiplication with
determinants
• Solve business
matrix
problems using
matrix
6.5 Determine the
determinant
• Conduct Test
of matrix including
positives, negatives and
zero determinants
6.6 Explain the rank of a
matrix
6.7 Determine the inverse of
a matrix
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Guide on the
application of
matrices to
business
situations.
Apply the
concepts of
matrices to
business
situations

•

Questions
and
problems
based on
business
situations.

6.8 Determine the transpose
and adjoin of a matrix
6.9 Solve linear equations
by the methods of
Game’s Rule (ii)
Gaussian Method (iii)
on verse of matrix
6.10 Apply the rank of a
matrix to input/output
analysis
General Objective: 7.0 Understand the construction and interpretation of graphs and their application
7.1 Explain simultaneous
linear equations using
graphical method

•
•

7.2 Explain simultaneous
equations: Linear and
quadratic using graphical
approach

Solve simultaneous
equation using
graphical methods
Explain how to plot
simple graphs and
their applications to
business

•
•
•

Textbooks
Graph papers
Mathematical
set

7.3 Solve two simultaneous
equations: quadratic and
quadratic using graphic
approach

•

•

•

7.4 Identify the slope and
intercept of a given
quadratic by graphical
approach

Solve two
simultaneous linear
equations using
graphical method
Solve two
simultaneous
equations:
quadratic and
quadratic using
graphic approach
Plot straight line
graphically given a
set of co-ordinates
and points or the
slope and intercept

•

•

•
•

7.5 Plot straight line
graphically
given a set of coordinates
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Advice on the
application of
simultaneous
linear
equations
using graphs
to business
situations
Apply the
concepts of
quadratic
equations to
business
situations
using graphs
Plot straight
line graphs
Sketch the
graphs of
simple
functions

•

Questions
and
problems
based on
business
situations.

and points or the slope
and intercept.
7.6 Sketch the graph of
Simple functions
7.7 Apply the above
concepts
to management of
business.
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Coursework

Course Test

•

•

Practicals
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Other: Examination/Project

PROGRAMME:NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:USE OF ENGLISH
CODE:GNS 101
DURATION:HOURS/WEEK:2hrs
UNITS:2 Units
GOAL:This course is designed to enablestudents acquire adequate knowledgeandskills in Use of English.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:On completion of this course the students should be able to:1.0

Understand ways of promoting the necessary language skills which will enable student to cope effectively.

2.0

Understand the basic rules of grammar, the nature of the language and appreciate literary works in English.

3.0

Understand the basic rules of grammar.

4.0

Understandthe essential qualities of paragraph.

5.0

Knowliterary works in English.
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PROGRAMME: National Innovation Diploma In Islamic Banking and Finance
COURSE:UseofEnglish
COURSECODE:GNS101
CONTACTHOURS:2-0-0
CourseSpecification:Theoretical&PracticalContent
GOAL:This course is designed to enable students acquire adequate knowledge and skills in Use of English
WEEK GeneralObjective1.0: Understand ways of promoting the necessary languageskills which will enable student to copeeffectively
TheoreticalContent
PracticalContent
SpecificLearningOutcomes
Teacher’sActivities
Resources
Specific
Teacher’s Resources
Learning
Activities
Outcomes
1.1 Explain the necessity for
Explain:
Recommended
Acquiringgood note-taking/making
textbooks, Chalk,
1–4
techniques.
Blackboard,
- the techniques of
Duster, etc
note-taking/making
1.2 List the methods of noteand list the various
Taking/making.
methods.
- the correct ways of
using the dictionary.
1.3 Explain the useof dictionary.
- the best ways of using
the library.
1.4 Explain the useof the library.
- to list the various
information
1.5 Explain the type of information
sourcesin
the library
sources in the library.
and how to
locate these
information sources.
the different methods
1.6 Identify good reading habits.
of reading and the
difference between
1.7 Explain the different methods of
these methods
reading viz, scan, skim, normal and
study.
1.7 Use the different methods of reading
explained in 1.7 above
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5–8

GeneralObjective2.0: Understandthebasicrulesofgrammar,thenatureofthelanguageandappreciateliterarywordsin
English
2.1 Explain the concept of language.
Explain:
Recommended
textbooks, Chalk,
Blackboard,
2.2 List the characteristics of a language. - the basic concept of
Duster, etc
language
- The characteristics
2.3 Explain thefour language skills, viz:
speaking, listening, writing, readings.
oflanguage
- the functions of
2.4 Explain the functions of language.
language
2.5 List the uses of English language
- the uses of
inNigeria, e.g as the language of
English language in
research, government, commerce etc.
Nigeria
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9- 11

GeneralObjective3.0: Understand the basic rules of grammar
3.1 Explain grammar.
Explain and ask the
students:
- to explain grammar,
3.2 Explain parts of speech.
parts of speech and
how to apply them
3.3 Analyse the use of parts of speechin
in a sentence
sentences.
- to identify common
errors in the use of
3.4 Correct common errors in the use of
parts of speech in
parts of speech in sentences.
sentences
to
construct
3.5 Explain how toconstruct sentences
sentences
with
with correct syntactic arrangement.
correct syntactic
arrangement
3.6 List punctuation marks.
- to identify
punctuation marks
3.7 Enumerate the uses of punctuation
and their uses, and
marks and explain how to
how to punctuate a
punctuate a given passage
given passage
- to construct
3.8 Explain idioms, figures of speech
sentences to
and affrication
illustrate idioms,
figure of speech and
affixes
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Recommended
textbooks, Chalk,
Blackboard,
Duster, etc

12-13

14 15

GeneralObjective4.0:Understand the essential qualities of paragraph
4.1 Define a paragraph
Explain and ask the
Recommended
students:
textbooks, Chalk,
- to define a
Blackboard,
4.2 Name the parts of a
paragraph and to
Duster, etc
paragraph viz: topic, sentence,
name the part of a
development and
paragraph
conclusion/transition.
- what they
understand by the
4.3 Explain the thematic qualities of a
thematic qualities of
paragraph viz, unity, coherence and
a paragraph
emphasis.
- to explain the
various methods of
4.4 Explain methods of paragraph
paragraph
development viz, example, definition,
development andthe
comparison and contrast etc.
methods of ordering
details in a
4.5 Explain methods of ordering details
paragraph
in a paragraph, viz, less complex to
Assess the students
more complex and vice versa, less
General
Objective
5.0:Know Literaryworks
in English
important
to moreimportant
and vice
5.1versa,
Give the
meaning
of
literature.
Explain
and ask the
Recommended
spatial, chronological etc.
students:
textbooks, Chalk,
4.6 Write specific paragraphs to
the
meaning
of
Blackboard,
5.2illustrate
Trace the4.2
development
of literature.
to 4.5 above.
literature and the
Duster, etc
development of
5.3 Differentiate between the literary
literature
genres
the
functions of
5.4 Explain the functions of literature.
literature
and the
5.5 Explain the terminologyof prose
terminologyof
Prose
fiction, e.g plot setting,
fiction.
characterizationetc.
- Assess the students.

Assessment: Exam 60%, Course Work 20%, Test 20%
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NID IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING
CODE:COM 101
DURATION:HOURS/WEEK: 3hrsL –1, P - 2
UNITS:3 Units
GOAL: This course is designed to enablestudents acquire adequate knowledge and skills in computing.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:On completion of this course the students should be able to:-

1.0

Understand the basic components of the computer and how it hasevolved over the years.

2.0

Know how data is stored and applications of various operating systems.

3.0

Understand the operation of windowsoperating system and application.

4.0

Understand file management and software package.
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PROGRAMME: National Innovation Diploma In Islamic Banking and Finance
COURSE:Introduction to Computing
COURSE CODE: COM 101
CONTACTHOURS: 1-0-2
GOAL: This course is designed to enable students acquireadequate knowledge and skills in Computing
Course Specification: Theoretical & Practical Content
WEEK General Objective 1.0: Understand the basic components of the computer and how it has evolvedover the years
Theoretical Content
Practical Content
Specific Learning
Teacher’s
Resources
Specific Learning
Teacher’s
Resources
Outcomes
Activities
Outcomes
Activities
1.1 Give a brief
Relate the
Recommended
history of
present idea of textbooks,
computer
computer to
Chalk/Chalkboard,
development.
other
Duster, Charts, ec.
equipment and
items that
1.2 State the uses of
1 -3
assess man to
computer and
perform tasks
understand the
faster.
impact of the PC
Trace
the
on computer
historical
technology.
evolution of
Computers
1.3 Differentiate
Assess
the
between
impact
of
hardware and
computers
to
Software.
every day
living
1.4 Explain the inputConduct
the
process-output
students
algorithm with
through the
the following in
various parts
mind:
of the
computer and
1. Central processor
how data is
2. Input Mechanism
managed by
3. Output Mechanism
the various
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4–7

parts in the
system
General Objective 2.0: Know how data is stored and applications of various operatingsystems
2.1 Explain the
Explain the
Recommended
application of the
need for data
textbooks,
following:
storage
Chalk/Chalkboard,
Dismantle a
Duster, Charts, ec.
computer
a. RAM
system and
b. ROM
show the
c. Fixed discs d.
students the
Removable
RAW card,
the Hard disk
2.2 Describe the
and the
concept of an
processors
operating
Explain the
system i.
concept of an
PC-DOS/MS
operating
DOS
system
ii. Windows
iii. Linux iv.
Unix
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General Objective 3.0: Understand the operation ofwindows operating system and application
3.1 Give an overview
Discuss the
Recommended 3.1 Move fromone
Demonstrate
of Windows
advantage of
textbooks,
window to another activities 3.1 to 3.3
Operating
Windows
Chalk/Chalk
and concurrently
for the students to
system.
Operating
board,
learn and assess
System
Duster,
them.
3.2 Create files and
Explain the
Charts, ec.
3.2 State the stepsfor
folders
Windows Menu
opening and
and tools.
closing windows.
Illustrate
in details
3.3 Explain the
with
application of
3.3 Manage files and
diagrams
program Manager
folders(moving
8 -10 3.4 State the uses
where
copying, saving
necessary.
andapplication of thevarious
deleting, printing,
Assess the student
windows bars.
etc)
3.5 Explain the
concept of the
following software
package
i. MS Office
ii. Lotus Smart suite
iii.MS Encarta
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Maximumof
4 students to
a Computer
system,
Maximumof
4 computers
to a printer
except when
a Network is
in use.
Papers and
computer
accessories,
Magic Board,

Multimedia
projector system
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General Objective 4.0: Understand file Management and software package
1 Use a word
Demonstrate the
Maximumof
processing packages
installation
4 students to a
such as
of MS Word.
Computer
MS Word or
Identify the
system,
Word Perfect and
different
Maximumof
covering the
features of the
4 computers to
11 -13
following:
software
a printer
- Entering text
Ask students to type a
except when a
- Formatting text
short
Network is in
(emboldening,,
document and
use
font size, italizing,
save it
Papers and
etc)
Ask students to edit a
computer
- Creating and
document and carry
accessories
saving text files
out a spell check
Magic Board,
- Importing objects
Demonstrate the use
Multimedia
Spelling1 Use a
of tables
projector
word
Assess the students
system
processing packages
such as
MS Word or
Word Perfect and
covering the
following:
- Entering text
- Formatting text
(emboldening,,
font size, italizing,
etc)
- Creating and
saving text files
- Importing objects
Spelling

Assessment: Exam 40%, Practical 40%, Course Work 10%, Test 10%
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC ECONOMICS
COURSE CODE: IBF 112
DURATION:
GOAL: To expose the students to the concepts, principles and theories of Islamic Economics
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand Islamic Economics worldview.
2.0 Appreciate the nature and development of Islamic economic thought.
3.0 Know the theory of consumer behaviour both in the western (conventional) and Islamic perspectives
4.0 Know the theory of production and the differences between Islamic firm and non-Islamic firm.
5.0 Appreciate market mechanisms from Islamic perspective.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC ECONOMICS
COURSE CODE:IBF 112

CREDIT HOURS:

YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
1.0 GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0Understand Islamic Economics Worldview.
week

Specific Learning
Outcome

Teachers
Activities

1.1 Define Islam, Iman, Amal
and Ihsan.

• Explain the meaning
of Islam, Iman, Amal
and Ihsan.

1.2 Identify the relationship of
man, with his creator (Allah)
and other creatures.

• Explain the
relationship of man
with his creator
(Allah), with other
creatures and the
universe.

1.3 Appreciate man’s role as
servant (Abd) and vicegerent
(Khalfl).

• Explain in detail the
role of man as Allah’s
servant and vicegerent
on earth.

1.4 Explain Islamic economics,
issues of scarcity, choice and
economic problems, nature
and scope of Islamic
economics.

• Explain in detail
Islamic economics,
issues of scarcity,
choice and economic
problems, nature and
scope of Islamic
economics

Learning
Resources

Specific Learning
Objectives

• Books
• Overhead
Projector/
Whiteboard
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• Demonstrate
their
understanding
of Islamic
Economics
worldview.

Teachers
Activities
• Guide students
to demonstrate
their
understanding
of Islamic
economics.

Learning
Resources
• Books
• Documents.

General Objectives: 2.0 Appreciate the nature and development of Islamic Economic Thought.
2.1 Define the nature, scope and
development of Islamic
economic thought.

• Explain the nature,
scope and
development of
Islamic economic
thought:

• Overhead
Projector/
Whiteboard

a) Classical scholars
like Ibn Khaldun,
Abu Yusuf and
Ibn Taimiyyah.
b) Contemporary
scholars like
Abul-Ala –AlMaududi, Khursid
Ahmad, Usman
Ibn Fodio,
Abdullah bn
Fodio,
Muhammad
Bello, Umar
Chapra,
Nejatullah
Siddique, Sule
Ahmad Gusau.

• Identify the
nature and
development
of Islamic
economic
thought
particularly
the
contribution of
great scholars
in the area of
both classical
and
contemporary
ones..

• Guide students
to appreciate
the
development
of Islamic
thoughts and
contributions.

General Objectives: 3.0 Know the theory of consumer behaviour both in the western (conventional) and Islamic perspectives
3.1 Explain the concept of
rationality, utility and utility
maximization, and selfish
attitude vs altruism.

• Explain the concept of
rationality, utility and
utility maximization,
selfish attitude and
altruism.

• Overhead
Projector
• Books/
whiteboard
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• Identify
consumer
behaviour both
in the western
(conventional)
and Islamic

• Guide students
to identify
consumer
behaviour
models in both
western and

Text books
projector

3.2 Explain individual
ownership and preferences,
economic vs Islamic man,
models of consumer
behaviour with Islamic
norms (structural and
mathematical models).

• Explain individual
ownership and
preferences, economic
vs Islamic man,
models of Islamic
norms (structural and
mathematical
models).

• Overhead
• Projector/
whiteboard

•

economics.

Islamic
economics.

General Objectives: 4.0 Know the theory of production and the differences between Islamic firm and Non-Islamic firm.
4.1 Define concept of
production, objectives of
production, factors of
production and their pricing.
4.2 Explain theory of the firm,
behaviour of the firm and
differences between Islamic
firm and non-Islamic firm.

• Explain the concept of
production, objectives
of production, factors
of production and
their pricing.

• Overhead
Projector/
whiteboard

• Explain theory of the
firm, behaviour of the
firm and differences
between Islamic firm
and non-Islamic firm.

• Demonstrate
their
understanding
of the theory
of production
and the
differences
between
Islamic firm
and nonIslamic firm.

• Guide students
to appreciate
production
theory in
Islamic
perspective.

General Objectives: 5.0 Appreciate market mechanisms from Islamic perspective

5.1 Define business ethics both
in the conventional
(western) and Islamic
perspective.

• Explain business
ethics both in the
conventional
(western) and Islamic
perspective.

• Overhead
• Projector/
Whiteboard

5.2 Explain types of markets:
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• Demonstrate
understanding
of business
ethics both in
the western
and Islamic

• Guide students
to appreciate
market
mechanism in
Islam.

• Books
• Charts.

competition, monopoly,
equilibrium, the labour
market, anti-trust policies
and non-permissible
transactions in Islam.

• Explain nature and
types of markets:
competitive,
monopolistic
equilibrium, the
labour market,
antitrust policies and
non-permissible
transactions in Islam.

perspective.
• Understand
the nature and
types of
markets both
in the
conventional
and Islamic
perspectives.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE:

INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SYSTEM

COURSE CODE: IBF 113
DURATION: One Semester
GOAL: This course was designed to acquaint the students with the basic knowledge of Islamic Financial System
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Understand the Evolution of Islamic Finance

2.0

Know the Philosophical foundation of Islamic Finance

3.0

Know the prohibition of predetermined rate of return

4.0

Understand different Instruments to satisfy, provides and use of funds

5.0

Know the basic framework in IFS

6.0

Understand the structure of IFS in Nigeria.
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PROGRAMME : NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SYSTEM
COURSE CODE: IBF 113
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the evolution of Islamic Finance
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
1.1 Define Islamic Finance
1.2 Explain the rapid and
continuous growth of
Islamic Finance

i. Explain IF
ii. Explain the growth of
the industry

•
•

Specific Learning
objectives
•

Books
Charts

CREDIT HOURS:

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources

•

Guide students •
to appreciate
•
the evolution
of Islamic
Finance

Charts
Books

•

Guide students •
to appreciate
•
the divine and
moral sources
of Islamic
Finance

Books
Other
Sources

Trace the
evolution of
IF and its
spontaneous
growth

1.3 Relate the concept of IF to
the birth of Islam
1.4 Relate the modern Islamic
Finance as alternatives to
conventional Finance
transaction

General Objective: 2.0 Know the Philosophical Foundation of Islamic Finance
2.1 Explain the divine
• Explain the verse and • Books
•
revelation
Hadiths in support of • Other sources
on Islamic Finance
Islamic Finance
2..2 Explain the moral and
social aspect of Islamic
Finance

•

Explain other
scriptures statements
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Demonstrate
knowledge of
divine and
other moral
sources
ofIslamic
Finance

2.3 Explain the religious
dimension of Islamic
Finance

General Objective: 3.0 Know the Prohibition of Predetermined Rate of Return
3.1 Identify the concept of risk • Explain risk sharing
• Books
•
Sharing
• Explain ealth creation • Charts
and empowerment
3.2 Know entrepreneurship
• Explain nonelements in Islamic Finance
permissible
transaction
3.3 Identify speculative
• Explain unacceptable
Behavior
trends
• Explain the need for
3.4 Emphasize its sanctity of
contact compliance
contacts

Identify
permissible
and nonpermissible
transactions

General Objective: 4.0 Understand Different Instruments to Satisfy Providers and Users of Funds
4.1 Define the providers and
• Explain providers and • Books
• Identify basic
users of fund
Users of fund
instruments of
• Charts
Islamic
• Explain Instruments: • Boards
4.2 Identify the Basic
Finance
- Marabaha
instrument of Islamic
- Mudaraba
Finance
- Ijarah
- Masharik
- Bay-Salam
General Objective: 5.0 Know the Basic Framework for Islamic Finance System
5.1 Explain the rules, laws and
• Explain the rules,
• Books
• Demonstrate
sources of sharia on Islamic
laws and sources of
knowledge of
• Other Sources
Finance System
Sharia on IFS
Sharia on IFS
5.2 Explain the Sources of
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•

Guide students •
to identify
•
permissible
and nonpermissible
transactions.

Books
Charts

•

Guide students •
to identify
•
basic Islamic
Financial
instruments

Charts
Videos

•

Guide students •
to evaluate
•
sharia on
Islamic
Finance

Books
Other
Sources

Sharia in relation to Islamic
Finance System

System

General Objective: 6.0 Understand the Structure of the Nigerian Financial System
6.1. Define Financial System
• Explain the financial • Books
•
inter-relations in
• Charts
6.2. Explain the Nigerian
financial sector
Financial System
• Explain financial
market (money and
6.3. Explain the sectors in the
capital)
Nigerian Financial System
• Explain financial
6.4. Explain the regulations in
institutions (including
the Nigerian Financial
regulatory and
System
supervisory
authority)
• Explain the formal
(banks and non banks
formal and informal
sector (savings and
loans association, cooperative, etc
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Identify
Nigerian
Financial
System and its
work

•

Guide students
to identify
Nigerian
Financial
System

•
•
•
•

Books
Charts
Videos
Cassette

PROGRAMME:

NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCING

COURSE TITLE:

PRINCIPLES OF ISLAMIC BUSINESS

COURSE CODE:

IBF: 114

DURATION: One Semester
GOAL: This course is designed to acquaint the students with the nature and scope of Islamic Business
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand the Nature and Scope of Business
2.0 Understand Islamic Business ethics
3.0 Understand forms of Business Finance in Islam
4.0 Know Financial Instruments in Islam
5.0 Know the concepts of Halal and Haram
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PROGRAMME: NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SYSTEM
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the Nature and Scope of Business
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
•
1.1Define Business
1.2 Explain characteristics of
Business

•

Explain Business, its
nature and scope
Explain Islamic
Business

1.3 Explain types of
Business

•
•
•
•

COURSE CODE: IBF 114

Specific Learning
objectives

Teachers
Activities

•

Identify
Business,
types of
Business and
characteristics
of Business
Identify
Islamic
Business.

•

Explain
nature of
ethics and its
scope.
Explain
Islamic
Business
ethics and its

•

Books
Charts
Marker
Board
•

1.4 Identify the
advantages of each 1.3
above
1.5

CREDIT HOURS:

•

Learning
Resources

Guide students •
to explain
•
Business, its
•
nature and
scope.
Guide students
to compare
Islamic
Business and
conventional
Business.

Charts
Marker
Board

Guide students •
to distinguish
•
between
•
ethical and
unethical
business
dealing in
convention

Charts
Marker
Board

Compare conventional
Business with Islamic
Business

General Objective: 2.0 Understand Islamic Business Ethics
2.1 Define Ethics
• Explain ethics and its
scope
2.2 Define business Ethics
• Explain ethics in
Islam

•
•
•
•
•

•

Books
Charts
Marker
Board

•

2.3 Explain Islamic Business
Ethics
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scope
2.4 Distinguish between ethics
and unethical business
dealings in Islam.
General Objective: 3.0 Know the Concepts of Halal and Haram in Business
3.1 Define lawful (Halal)
• Explain lawful
• Book
3.2 Define unlawful (Haram)
(Halal) and unlawful • Charts
3.3 Explain types of Halal and
(Haram)
• Board
Haram business in Islam
• Explain types of
3.4 Identify ethical implication
Halal and Haram
of contrary action in Islam.
business in Islam
• Explain ethical
implication of
contrary actions in
Islam
General Objective: 4.0 Understand forms of Business Finance in Islam
4.1 Define business finance
• Explain business
• Books
4.2 Explain types of business
finance and its types
• Charts
finance
• Explain Islamic
• Boards
4.3 Define Islamic finance
Business finance
4.4 Explain forms of Islamic
• Explain mudaraba,
Business Financing:
musharaka and ijara
• Mudaraba
• Musharaka
• Ijara

General Objective 5.0 Know Financial Instruments in Islam
5.1 Explain Islamic financial
• Explain Islamic
•
Instruments
financial instruments •
5.2 Explain the use of each in
and their uses
•
5.1

•
•

•

•

•

Books
Charts
Boards

•
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and Islam

Identify Halal
and Haram
Comprehend
ethical
implication in
Islam

•

Guide students •
to differentiate •
Halal and
•
Haram and
their
implication in
Islamic
Business.

Books
Charts
Boards

Identify
business
finance and its
types.
Differentiate
Islamic
business
finance of
mudaraba,
musharaka
and ijara

•

Guide students •
to identify
•
forms of
Islamic
finance

Charts
Books

Identify
Islamic
Financial
Instruments
Use Islamic
Financial
Instruments

•

Guide
students to
identify
Islamic
financial
instruments
Demonstrate
use of Islamic
financial

•

•

instruments

PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE:

PRINCIPLES OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE

COURSE CODE:

IBF 115

DURATION:

One Semester

GOAL: To expose the students to the basic concepts, philosophy and techniques of Islamic jurisprudence.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:

1.0

Understand the basis of Islamic jurisprudence (Usul-al-Figh)

2.0

Know the primary sources of Islamic Law (Sharia)

3.0

Know the secondary sources of Islamic Law (Shariah)

4.0

Understand the objectives of Islamic Law (Maqasid ash-Shariah)

5.0

Appreciate the basic classification of the benefits of Islamic Law.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: PRINCIPLES OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE
COURSE CODE: IBF 115
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the basis of Islamic jurisprudence (Usul-al-Figh)
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
1.1 Define the nature and scope
of Islamic Jurisprudence
(Usul-al-Figh).
1.2 Explain proofs of Shariah
(Al-Adillah Ash-Shariyyah)

• Explain the nature and
scope of Islamic
jurisprudnence (Usulal-Figh)
• Explain proofs of
Shariah (Al-Adillah
Ash-Shariyyah).

• Overhead
• Projector

General Objective: 2.0 Know the primary sources of Islamic Law (Sharia)
2.1 Explain primary sources of
• Explain primary
• Overhead
Shariah (Islamic Law): Quran
sources of Sharia
Projector
and Sunnah.
(Islamic): i.e. Qur’an
and Sunnah.
2.2 Explain Qur’an and the
• Explain Qur’an and
characteristics of its
the characteristics of
legislations.
its legislations.
• Explain Sunnah fully
2.3 Explain Sunnah (Tradition of
with its divisions:
the noble Prophet (PBUH)
- Qauliyya (spoken
and its divisions:
traditions)
- Qauliyya (spoken
- Filiyya (Actions or
traditions
Practices)
- Filiyya (Actions or
- Taqririya (Tacit
practices.
approvals) with
- Taqririyya (Tacit
examples of each.
approvals)
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CREDIT HOURS:

• Demonstrate
understanding
of the nature,
scope and
proofs of
Shariah
(Islamic Law).

• Guide students
to appreciate
the basis of
Islamic
jurisprudence.

Identify primary
and secondary
sources of Islamic
Law

Guide students
through the
knowledge of and
sources of Islamic
Law

Learning
Resources
• Books
• Source
documents.

Text books
Source
Documents

General Objective: 3.0 Know the Secondary sources of Islamic Law (Shariah)
3.1 Explain the secondary
• Explain the
• Overhead
sources of Islamic Law:
secondary sources of • Projector
Islamic law such as
- Ijma’ (consensus of opinion
Ijma’, Ijtihad Qiyas,
of muslim jurists)
Maslaha Mursalah,
- Ijtihad (logical
Urf and Istihsan.
understanding of a muslim
jurist.
- Qiyas (personal reasoning)
- Maslaha Mursalah
(consideration of public
interest)
- Urf (custom)
- Istihsan (Equity in Islamic
Law)

• Demonstrate
some level of
understanding
of sources of
secondary
sources of
Islamic Law
(Sunnah)

General Objective: 4.0 Understand the objectives of Islamic Law (Maqasid ash-Shariah)
4.1 Explain objectives of Islamic • Explain objectives of • Overhead
• Demonstrate
Law (Maqasid ash-Shariah),
Islamic law
understanding
• Projector
- essential elements of
(Maqasid-al-Shariah)
of the
Maqasid ash-Shariah:
objectives of
Islamic law
- Establish of justice (Adl)
(Maqasid-ashto the individual and
Shariah)
community and remove
•
all forms of injustices.
General Objective: 5.0 Appreciate the basic classification of the benefits of Islamic Law.
5.1 Explain the benefits of
• Explain the various
• Overhead
• Demonstrate
Islamic law and their
classifications of the
understanding
• Projector
classifications.
benefits of Islamic
of benefits of
5.2 Explain the various benefits
Law.
Shariah in
of Islamic laws in
terms of
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• Guide students
to identify the
secondary
sources of
Islamic Law.

• Source
documents
• Projector

•

Guide students •
to appreciate
•
the objectives
of Islamic
Law.

Books
Source
documents.

•

Guide students •
to appreciate
•
the basic
classifications
of the benefits

Books
Source
documents.

providing:

- Daruriyyah (Essential)
- Hajiyah (the
complementary )
- Tahsiniyyah (the desirable
or embellishments)

ensuring the
provision of
protecting and
provisions of
human needs

•

Explain the various
benefits of Islamic
law in providing:
- Daruriyyah
(Essentials life,
intellect, Faith,
lineage and property.
(i.e. the absolute
requirements to the
survival and spiritual
well beings of
individual.
- Hajiyah (the
(complementary) life,
intellect, Faith,
lineage and property.
• Tahsiyyah (the
desirable or
embellishments): life,
intellect, Faith, lineage
and property.
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of Islamic law.

PROGRAMME:

National Innovation Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance

COURSE TITLE:

Principles of Accounts I

COURSE CODE:

IBF 116`

DURATION:

Semester 1

GOAL:

The course is designed to expose the students to the principles of accounting and the application of same to different types of
transactions

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Know History, Principles, Role and Conventions of Accounting.

2.0

Know Capital and Revenue items.

3.0

Understand Principles of Double Entry.

4.0

Know Books of Original Entry.

5.0

Know the uses of the Ledger.

6.0

Know Trial Balance.

7.0

Know how errors are identified.

8.0

Know the uses of the Journal.

9.0

Understand Bank Reconciliation Statements.

10.0

Know Depreciation.

11.0

Understand Accruals and Prepayment.

12.0

Know Final Accounts.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE CODE: IBF 116
PRINCIPLESOFACCOUNTSI

GO

CREDIT HOURS:

PRE: REQUISITE
SEMESTER 2
GOAL: The course is designed to expose the students to the principles of accounting and the application of same to different types of transactions
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Know History, Principles, Role and Conventions of Accounting.
week
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1.0

1.1 State the history of
accounting and the
conventions.
1.3 Explain the principles
involved in
accounting.

1.4 Explain the role of
accounting activity in
the operation of an
enterprise.
1.5 State the significance
of accounting
activities in the
operation of a
business.

•
xplain accounting.
• Explain the concepts
and conventions of
Accounting

• Overhead E
projector
• Text books

•

E
xplain the relationship
of accounting activities
in the operation of a
business.

•

S
tate the importance of
accounting activities to
an enterprise
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• Demonstrate their
knowledge of the history,
principles, role and
convention of accounting.

• Organise
students into
role model
group relating
accounting
activities to
business
activities.

• Overhead
projector
• Flip Charts
• Videos/Tapes

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0 Know Capital and Revenue items.
2.1 Define capital and
revenue items.

• Explain capital and
revenue items.

• Overhead
Projector

• Discuss the treatment of
capital and revenue
items in the books of
accounts.
2.3 Explain the accounting
treatment with respect
to capital and revenue
items in a transaction.

• Classify items to revenue or
capital expenditure
• Differentiate capital
expenditure from revenue
expenditure

2.2 Classify capital and
revenue items.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0 Understand Principles of Double Entry.
3.1 Explain the principles
• Explain the
principlesofdoub •Overhead
of double entry.
•
le entry.
Projector
3.2 Make correct entries in
• Illustrateposting •Worked Examples
the ledger as it affects the
of
debit and credit aspects of
•
transactionsinto
a transaction.
accounts in the
ledger

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0 Know Books of Original Entry
4.1 Define books of
• Define source
• Overhead
documents
Projector
original entry.
4.2 Explain the books of • Explain the books of
original entry and how
original (e.g. cash
transactions are
book, sales day book,
recorded in them
purchases day book,
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Demonstrate their
understanding of the
principles of double entry.
Post various business
transactions into
accountsinthe ledger
correctly

• Direct students • Overhead
to list revenue
Projector
and capital items
that may be used • Flip charts
in a medium size
business e.g. a
road transport
company

• Guide students • Overhead
inposting
Projector
transactions into
various
• Flip charts
accounts.
• Transparenc
• Organize
ies
students to
make classroom
presentations

• Record transactions in books • Illustratewithsam • Overhead
of original entry
ple
Projector
• Show
Transactionsentri • Flip charts
• Post into accounts in the
esfrom books of
ledger
original entry to • Transparenc
the ledger using
ies
• Balance the accounts in the

return inwards and
outwards books,
journal, petty cash
book and the imprest
system).

ledger
• Extract trial balance

4.3 Explain the uses of
the various books.
4.4 Make accounting
entries in the various
books.
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 5.0 Know the uses of Ledger.
5.1Definealedger.
Overheadprojector
• Statethevarious
typesofledger.
5.2
Explaintheusesoftheled • Explain the uses
gerandits importance.
andimportanceof
ledgerandhowto
posttothe accountsinthe
5.3
ledger
Postproperlytoaccount
sinaledgerandcarrydow
n periodicbalances.
• Illustratehowto
balanceaccounts to
5.4Explaintheenduseofledg form a trial balance.
.
er balance.

a computer
spread sheet

•Projector

• Explaintheeffect
ofsuch
entriesonthetrial
balance.

Carry out simple postings into
and out of the ledgers

Giveinteractive
quizzes
totesttheunderstan
ding ofthetopic.

Kalamazoo
InteractiveQui
zes

• Prepare atrialbalance

• Direct students
to
extracttrialbalan
ceusing
aspreadsheet

• Computersp
readsheet
application

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 6.0 Know Trial Balance.
6.1 Define a trial balance.
6.2 State the need for a trial
balance and its use.
6.3 Explain how a trial
balance is extracted.
6.4 Extract through practice
the trial balance of a
transaction, at the end

• Explaintheusesof
andhowto extractatrial
balance.

• Overheadproject
or
• Workedexamples

• Illustratewith
exampleshowto
extractatrial balance.
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of a period.
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 7.0Know how errors are identified
7.1 Explain how errors
• Explainhowerrors
• Books
canbeidentified
may be identified.
• Account
andcorrected.
statements
7.2 Categorize the
• State effect of
common occurrences
errorsonthe Financial
in accounting errors.
statements
7.3 Identify errors in
accounting.

• Identify sources
ofaccounting errors
• Correct errors using journals

• Show the uses
• T -accounts
of the Journals.
downloaded
from
• Studentsdirected
Internet
towork
trial balance
ingroupstowork
completed
on
on
exercisetocorrec
spreadsheet.
tatrial balance.

• Postjournalentriesinbooksof
account

• Studentsdirected •
towork
ingroupstoprese
nton
thepracticaluses
ofthe journalina
small and
medium sized
company

7.4 Correct such errors
that are identified in
an account by use of
journal entries.
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 8.0Know the uses of Journal.
8.1 Define Journal.
• Explain and
• Overheadproject
demonstratetheuse
or
andimportanceof
8.2 Explain the use and the
thejournal.
importance of journal
• Workedexamples
vouchers.
8.3 Explain the use of a
journal in relation to
transactions which do
not involve cash
payments or cash
receipts.
8.4 Make various journal
entries.
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flipchart

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 9.0Understand Bank ReconciliationStatements.
9.1 Define a bank
• Explainwhatbank
• Overhead
• Carryout a bank
reconciliation
projector
reconciliation of a given
reconciliation is
statement.
cash and bank account.
andwhyitis
9.2 Explain the need for
• Workedexamples
necessarytoprepare it.
reconciliation.
9.3 Carry out a bank
• Illustratethe
reconciliation, of a
preparationofbank
given cash account and
reconciliation
bank account.

• Direct the
students to carry
out a bank
reconciliation
exercise and
graphically
produce the
statement.

• Sample
blank bank
statements.
• Proformaincom
puter.

• Studentsdirected
to computehard
asset
depreciationusin
g case study.

• Computer
packages.
• Projector
• Transparen
cies.
• Spreadshee
ts

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 10.0 Know Depreciation.
10.1 Define depreciation.
• Define depreciation
• Overhead
• Compute depreciation using
10.2 Explain the necessity
and explain the various
projector
straight line and reducing
for periodic
methods
balance method either
depreciation.
• Worked
manually or with the aid of
10.3 Determine the
• Calculate depreciation
examples
computer.
depreciation of assets of
using straight line
a business for a relevant
method and reducing
period.
balance method.
10.4 Trace depreciation
• Show how
entries in accounting to
depreciation should
its final stage.
appear in the books of
accounts.
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 11.0 Understand Accruals and Prepayment.
11.1Defineaccrualsand
• Define accruals,
• Overhead
• Ascertain accrualsand
prepayments.
prepayments and
projector
prepayments usingexamples
11.2Explaintheaccountingtr
explain their
eatmentofaccruals
accounting treatment
• Workedexamples
andprepayments.
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 12.0 Know Final Accounts.
12.1 Explain the meaning
• Explainthemeaning of
• Overhead
• Prepare adjustmentsto
of final accounts.
finalaccounts.
projector
reflectthe corrected errors,
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• Demonstrate
the calculation
of accruals and
prepayments

Spreadsheet.
•

• Directstudentst
oprepare

• ETB
produced

12.2 Describe the stages in
the preparation of final
accounts.
12.3 Extract a single final
account of a sole trader
(Trading Profit and
Loss Account and the
Balance Sheet).

• Illustrate the
preparationoffinal
accounts.

•

Workedexa
mples
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depreciation, accrualand
prepaymentsin
thefinalaccounts
ofasoletrader.

anETBusingac
ase study.
• Directstudentsto
prepare PLandbalanceshe
et
fromETBproduc
ed above.

using
computer
spreadsheet.
• Finalaccoun
tsproduced
onspreadshe
et.

PROGRAMME:

NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCING

COURSE TITLE:

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT I

COURSE CODE:

IBF: 117

DURATION:

One Semester

GOAL: To enable the students acquire background knowledge of the historical evolution of management thought and to introduce them to basic
managerial principles and techniques.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Know the Nature and Scope of Management

2.0

Know the Historical background of Management

3.0

Understand the responsibilities of a Manager

4.0.

Understand the Management Function of Planning

5.0

Understand the Management Function of Organizing

6.0

Understand the Management of Function of Co-ordination

7.0

Understand the Management Function of Controlling
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PROGRAMME:
INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SYSTEM
COURSE:PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT I

COURSE CODE:IBF 117

YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Know the Nature and Scope of Management
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
1.1 Define Management
1.2 Explain the nature and
scope of Management
1.3 Explain objectives of
Management.
1.4 Explain the functions
of Management

Explain the nature, scope and
objectives of Management

•
•

Text books
Management
Journals

Specific Learning
objectives
•

Explain the functions of
Management with examples.
•

General Objective: 2.0 Know the Historical background of Management
2.1 Explain the evolution
Explain the contributions
• Textbooks
of Management
Babb-age, Taylor etc. to the
thought including:
development of Management
Contributions made by
Fredrick Taylor, Henri
Fayol etc.
2.2 Explain the various
schools of
Management thought.
General Objective: 3.0 Understand the Responsibilities of a Manager
3.1 Explain who a
Explain who a manager is, his roles • Textbooks
manager is
and responsibilities.
• Journals
• Publications
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CREDIT HOURS:
2 Hrs/Wk

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources

Learn from a •
functional
organization
how
objectives are
formulated
Apply the
functions of
management
to a known
organization.

Guide the
students to
source
formulation
of objectives
and functions
of
management
from the
internet.

•

Internet
Relevant
websites.

•

Relate the
theories of
management
to the success
story of an
existing
organization.

•

Show through
the internet or
management
film the
application of
management
thought to
real life
situation.

•

Internet
Relevant
websites

•

Identify who
a manager is,
his qualities

•

Invite a
practical
Manager to

•

Internet
Relevant
websites

3.2 Explain the roles and
responsibilities of a
manager.

and the
varying
nature of his
job.

General Objective: 4.0Understand the Management Function of Planning
4.1 Define planning
4.1 Explain planning, its types,
• Textbooks
4.2 Explain the need for
process and the need for planning
• Journals
Planning
4.2 Explain with examples tools of
• Publications
4.3 Explain types of plan
management planning
4.4 Explain the planning
Conduct Test.
process
4.5 Identify tools of
management planning.

General Objective: 5.0Understand the Management Function of Organizing
5.1 Define organizing
Explain organizing as a function
• Textbooks
5.2 Explain the need for
Explain it process and the need for
• Journals
organizing
organizing
• Publications
5.3 Explain the process of Explain organization as a basic
organizing
structure using diagram
5.4 Explain the basic
organizational
structure

6.0
Understand the Management Function of Co-ordination
6.1 Explain the nature of
6.1 Explain co-ordination, its
•
co-ordination
nature, process and the need for it.
•
6.2 Explain how to co-ordinate
•

Textbooks
Journals
Publications
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•

•

•

educate the
students on
his roles and
responsibilitie
s in his
organization.

Identify the
planning
function and
its success
noting the
effect of the
different
types of
planning

•

Use practical
illustrations
to explain
organizing,
its functions
and process

•

Identify how
to coordinate

•

•

•

Guide the
students to
learn the
application of
planning
process
through the
internet.
Use a
relevant case
study on a
media/retail
project.

•

Internet
Relevant
websites

Demonstrate
using
diagrams the
various
organizationa
l structures.
Use example
case histories
to draw
relevant
organization
charts

•

Internet
Relevant
websites

Invite a
•
coordinator of
an existing

Internet
Relevant
websites

•

6.2 Explain the need for
human, material, financial
co-ordination
6.3 Identify the major
areas of co-ordination
namely: Human
7.0 Understand the Management Function of Controlling
7.1 Define the concept of control in 7.1Explain the concept
Management
of control, its technique,
7.2 Explain the need for control
7.3 Identify the elements of control

elements and its needs in
the organization.
7.2 Explain its
limitation.

7.4 Identify major control
techniques

7.3 Show students
relevant management
films.

7.5 Explain the limitations of the
control function.

7.4 Conduct test.

using networking and
it benefits.

•
•
•
•

Textbooks
Journals
Publications
Management
films.

Apply
control to an
organization
using the
major control
techniques
with their
limitations.

programme to
lecture the
students

•

•

•
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Show
management
films relating
to control
Show how to
use
computers in
control
exercises
Using a
relevant case
study and
spreadsheet.

•

Internet
Relevant
websites

PROGRAMME: NID IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: ENGLISH & COMMUNICATION SKILLS
CODE: GNS 201
DURATION: HOURS/WEEK:2hrs
UNITS: 2 Units
GOAL: This course is designed to enablestudents acquire adequate knowledge and skills in comprehension, essay and
summary writing.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:On completion of this course the students should be able to:1.0

Understand the rudiments of Communication.

2.0

Understand the Rules of Grammar.

3.0

Know how to write good essay.

4.0

Understand the difference between Denotative and Connotative uses of Words.

5.0

Understand the Techniques of Comprehension and SummaryWriting.

6.0

Appreciating Literature in English.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: English & Communication Skills
Course Code:GNS 201
Contact Hours: 2-0-0 Hrs/Wk
Course Specification: Theoretical Contents
WEEK
General Objective 1.0: Understand the Rudiments of Communication.
Specific LearningOutcome
Teacher’s Activities
Resources
Specific
Teacher’s Activities Resources
Learning
Outcome
1.1 D e f i n e Communication.
1.2 Analyse the process of
Communication
1

1.3 Analyse the purposes of
Communication
1.4E x p l a i n the relationship
between communication
and language.
1.5 Explain the impact of
interference on
Communication at various
levels e.g.
Phonological,Syntactic,
etc.
1.6 Explain code-mixing,
code-switching

1.1Explain
Communication
and its
process
1.2 Explain the
relationship
between
communicati
on and
Language
1.3 Explain
interference
on
communicati
on levels
1.4 Explain
Code-mixing
and codeswitching

Recommended
Textbook,
Chalk/Chalkboar
d,
Duster, Charts, etc
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General Objective 2.0: Understand the Rules of Grammar.
Specific LearningOutcome
Teacher’s Activities
Learning Resources Specific
Teacher’s Activities
Learning
Outcome

2-3

2.1 Define the phrase
2.2 Explain the different types
of phrases, i.e. structural
and functional.
2.3 Define the clause
2.4 Explain the different types of
clauses i.e. structural
and functional.
2.5 Define the sentence
2.6 Explain the different types
of sentences,i.e. structural
and function.
2.7 Explain the constitution of
different types of sentences.

Explain the
following to
students:
Phrase and the
different types of
Phrases.
clause and the
different types of
clauses.
sentence the
different types
ofsentences.
Assess the
students on the
construction of
different types of
sentences.
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Chalkboard,
Duster,
Recommended
Textbooks
Lecture Notes
etc.

Resources

WEEK

4-5

General Objective 3.0: Know how to write good essay.
Specific LearningOutcome
Teacher’s Activities
Resources

3.1 Explain the different types
ofessays.
3.2 Explain the features of
each type of essay listed in
3.1 above.
3.3 Generate/gather relevant
information on agiven
topic.
3.4 Drawup a good outline.
3.5 Write a good essay on a
given topic.

E x p l a i n the
different
types of essays
and to identify the
features of each
types of essay
listed above.
Assess the students
on essay
writing.
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Chalk and
Blackboard,
Duster
Recommended
Textbook
Lecture Notes,
etc.

Specific
Teacher’s Activities
Learning
Outcome

Resources

WEEK

6-8

WEEK

General Objective 4.0: Understand the differences between denotative andconnotative uses of words.
Specific LearningOutcome
Teacher’s Activities
Resources
Specific
Teacher’s Activities
Learning
Outcome
4.1 Explain the term
Ask the students
Chalk and
Denotation.
to define Explain
Blackboard,
4.2 Identify wordsused
the denotation and
Duster
denotatively.
connotation and
Recommended
4.3 Explain the term connotation.
how to
Textbook
4.4 Identify wordsused
identify them
Lecture Notes,
connotatively.
denotatively
etc.
4.5 Use word Connotatively.
connotatively.
4.6 Compare
Assess the
denotative and
student.
connotative usage in
groups of synonyms,
e.g. women, lady,
female, client,
customer, patient,
fear, terror, dread etc.

General Objective 5.0: Understand the techniques of comprehension and summary writing.
Specific LearningOutcome
Teacher’s Activities
Resources
Specific
Teacher’s Activities
Learning
Outcome
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Resources

Resources

9-12

WEEK

13-15

5.1 Answer questions on
Ask the students to
Chalk and
comprehensionpassage at
distinguish the
Blackboard,
a higher level of difficulty.
various types of
Duster
5.2 Give contextual
summarywriting
Recommended
explanationsto statements
and the steps in
Textbook
from the textsused.
summarywriting.
Lecture Notes,
5.3 Identify colloquialisms,
Give the students
etc.
slangs and jargons.
passages to
5.4 Explain summary writing.
summarise.
5.5 Distinguish between types
Assess the
of summary writing.
students.
5.6 Explain the steps in
summarywriting.
5.7 Write, within a specified
length, a goalsummary of
a given passage.
General Objective 6.0 Appreciating Literaturein English.
Specific LearningOutcome
Teacher’s Activities
Resources

6.1 Explain drama.
6.2 Explain the types of drama.
6.3 Explain the terminologyof
drama, e.g. act, resolution,
conflict, denouement, etc
6.4 Distinguish between radio
drama and television
drama.
6.6 Answer an essay
question
On a given drama text.

6.1 Explain the
various types of
drama
6.2 Explainthe
terminologyof
drama
6.3 Differentiate
between radio
drama and
television drama

Assessment: Exam 60%, Course Work 20%, Test 20%
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Television,
Video Cassette
Recorder,
Radio Cassette
Player

Specific
Teacher’s Activities
Learning
Outcome

Resources

NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCING
COURSE TITLE:

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS II

COURSE CODE:

IBF: 212

DURATION:
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Comprehend the Basic Concepts of Differential Calculus and their Application

2.0

Understand the Methods of Integration

3.

Comprehend sets Permutation, Combination and their Application in Counting

4.0.

Understand Binomial Expansion and Application in Counting

5.0

Understand the Basic Idea of Probability and its Application in Business

6.0

Understand Linear Programming, Transportation Models and their Application to Business
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCING
COURSE: BUSINESS MATHEMATICS II
COURSE CODE:IBF: 212
CREDIT HOURS: 3 Hrs/Wk
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Comprehend the Basic Concepts of Differential Calculus and their Application
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1.1 Define the limiting value of
a function.
1.2 Apply the limiting value of
the slope of tangent line.
1.3 Define the continuity of a
function .
1.4 Define differentiation as an
incremental notation of
function.
1.5 Differentiate a function from
first principles.
1.6 State the formula for
differentiation of a function
of products and quotient
functions.
1.7 Differentiate simple algebra,
trigonometric, logarithmic,
exponential, hyperbolic,
parametric, inverse and
implicit functions.
1.8 Obtain second derivative of
a function.
1.9 Explain the condition of
turning point of a function.
1.10
Distinguish between
maximum values of a
function of 2nd degree.
1.11
Sketch the maximum

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Explain limiting
value of function.
Solve problems
involving differential
calculus.
Sketch the maximum
and minimum points
of functions of 2nd
degree.
Give assignment
State the conditions
for the maximum
points and minimum
simple multivariate
function of three
independent
variables.
Apply the above
concepts to:
- Marginal concepts

Text books
Graph paper

•
•

•

•
•

•
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The limiting
value
function.
Solve
problems
using
differential
calculus.
Sketch the
minimum and
minimum
points of
functions of
2nd degree.
Give
assignment.
Apply
derivatives to
marginal
concepts
(maximum
and minimum)
Solving cost
and profit
problems in
finance
management

•
•

Guide students •
on problem
solving.
Question and
applications of
the key rules.

Internet and
relevant
websites

and minimum points of
function of 2nd degree.
1.12
State the conditions for
the maximum points and
minimum simple
multivariate functions of
three independent variables.
1.13
Apply the above in
(1.12) concepts to:
(i) Marginal concepts
(ii) Finding optimum cost.
1.14
General Objective: 2.0Understand the Methods of Integration (Definite and Indefinite integration)
2.1 Define integration
• Solve problems using • Textbooks
• Solve
•
2.2 List the methods of
methods of
problems
integration both definite and
integration both
using methods
indefinite integrals.
definite and indefinite
of integration
integrals
both definite
and indefinite
integrals

General Objective: 3.0 Understand sets, permutation, combination and their Application in Accounting
3.1 Define the basic idea of set
• Apply sets counting
• Textbooks
• Solve
•
theory.
problems
• Solve problems of
3.2 Define subsets, universal,
using methods
permutation and
permutation, disjoint and
of integration
combination.
non-disjoint sets.
both definite
• Apply permutation
3.3 List the examples of
and indefinite
and combination in
permutation and
integrals.
•
counting to business
combination.
•
Apply
related problems
3.4 Solve problems of
permutation
permutation and
and
combination
combination
3.5 Apply permutation and
in counting to
combination in counting.
business
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Guide students •
to solve
problems
using definite
and indefinite
integrals
students to
answer
problems

Internet an
Relevant
Website.

Guide students •
to solve
problems
using definite
and indefinite
integrals.
Students to
answer.

Internet and
Relevant
Website.

3.6 Using counting techniques in
statistics.

related
problems
• Refer to
relevant
business
scenarios to
apply
permutation
and
combination
problems.
• The
application of
these methods
in accounting
General Objective: 4.0Understand Binomial Expansion and its Application to Business
4.1 Explain the meaning of
• Use binomial
• Textbooks
• Solve
binomial theorem
theorem in expanding
problems
4.2 Define Pascal triangle
(x+ 2y)y etc.
using methods
4.3 Use binomial theorem in
of binomial
• Find terms involving
expanding (x+2y) 8 etc.
expansion and
the power of x in the
4.4 Find terms involving the
apply the
expansion (x+2y)8
power of x in the expansion
concepts of
etc.
(x+2y)8 etc.
binomial
• Apply the above
4.5 Apply the above concepts to
expansion to
concepts to business
business.
business
related
problems.
General Objective: 5.0 Understand the Basic Idea of Probability and Its Application in Business
5.1 Explain the concept of
• Compute the
• Textbooks
• Solve
probability
probability of success • Probability
problems
5.2 Compute the probability of
or failure of an event.
using the
Tables
success or failure of an
concept of
• Apply the concept of
event.
probability.
probability to
5.3 State Bayes theorem
business situation.
• Consider
5.4 Apply the above concepts to
business
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•

•

•

Guide students •
to solve
problems
using binomial
expansion and
its application
business.
Students to
answer
probems

Internet and
Relevant
Websites.

Guide students •
to solve
problems
using Bayes
theorem and
the concept of
probability.

Internet and
Relevant
Websites

related
• Working in
problems
pairs to solve
• Refer to
problems
websites and
• To research
case studies
relevant
involving
websites.
probability
General Objective: 6.0Understand the Key Elements of Management Mathematics as Applied in Linear Programing and Networking
Analysis
6.1 Explain the linear
• Solve management
• Textbooks
• Solve
• Guide student • Internet and
programing
problems with linear
management
to solve
Relevant
• Graph papers
6.2 Solve management problems
equations
problems with
problems
Websites.
•
with linear equations
linear
using linear
• Use graphical
6.3 Identify the different
equations
programing.
methods to resolve
methods used to resolve
linear programing
• Use graphical • Students to
linear programing problems
problems
methods to
refer to
6.4 Use graphical methods to
resolve linear
business
• Use the simplex
resolve linear programing
programing
related case
method to resolve a
problems
problems.
studies and to
linear programing
6.5 Use the simplex method to
simple
problems
• Use simplex
resolve a linear programing
management
method to
problems
problems.
resolve a
6.6 Identify the advantages in
linear
• Forecasting
graphical and simplex
programing
and sales
methods.
problems
figures etc.
6.7 Explain a general
• To research
transportation model.
relevant
websites.
• Conduct Test.
business situations
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PROGRAMME: NID IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
Course: Computer Packages in Banking

Course Code: IBF 122

Credit Hours: 4 hours / week

Practice: 2 hours / week

Theoretical: 2 hours / week

Goal: This course is designed for students to acquire hands-on skills on the use of banking operation software.
General Objectives:
1.0

Understand the need for ICT in banking operations

2.0

Know the types of bank operation software used in Nigerian banks

3.0

Know the basic operations of four modules of bank software.

4.0

Understand the use of more modules of bank operations software
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General Objective: 1.0 Understand the need for ICT in banking operations
THEORY
Week

Specific Learning Outcomes

PRACTICAL
Teacher’s activities

Resources

Specific
Outcome

Teacher’s
activities

Resources

Teacher’s
activities

Resources

Explain the key benefits of
• Board
ICT in banking operations,
• Projector
noting these areas:
• Screen
a) On-line data enquiry
1.2 State the merits and
• Microphone
b) Real time data entry
demerits of operating
• Flip chart
bank software in Nigeria.
c) Speedy transactions
• Text books
d) Lower queuing time
e) Centralized control
f) Faster returns
1.2 Discuss the merits and
demerits of operating bank
software in Nigeria, noting
areas like:
a) Down time
b) Data loss
c) Fraud
d) Any other
General Objective: 2.0
Know the types of bank operation software used in Nigerian banks

1.1

Identify the need for ICT
in banking operations.

1.1

THEORY
Week

PRACTICAL

Specific Learning Outcomes

Teacher’s activities

2.1

2.1

Identify types of bank
operations software in
Nigerian banks.

Resources

Describe the various types of
bank operations software used in
Nigeria, noting the following:
a) Name
b) Vendor
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• Board
• Projector
• Screen

Specific
Outcome

• Microphone
• Flip chart
• Text books

c) Modules
d) Bank clients
2.2

2.3

Distinguish each of the
software identified in
2.1 above.

2.2

Describe the distinguishing
features in each of the software
identified in 2.1 above.

State the modules in
each of the software
identified in 2.1 above.

2.3

Explain the modules in each of
the various banking operation
software.
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General Objective: 3.0

Know the basic operations of four modules of bank operations software

THEORY
Week

PRACTICAL

Specific Learning Outcomes

Teacher’s activities

Resources

Specific
Outcome

Teacher’s
activities

Resources

3.1

Identify security features in
bank software used in
Nigerian banks.
State the type of network
that the software is being
operated.

3.1

• Projector
• Screen
• Microphone

Skill will be
acquired on
use of bank
operating
softwares

One on one
teaching on
use of bank
software

• Computer
• Bank modular

Describe the workings of
the modules in the bank
operating software:

3.2

Discuss the bank software
operating in a LAN or WAN,
and need for administrator.

3.3

Explain the workings of the
following four modules in
the banking software:
a) Tellering & cash
b) Customer service
c) Funds transfer
d) Clearing

3.2

3.3

Explain the security features
of bank software, noting the
presence of the following:
a) Access codes
b) User log
c) Any other
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operating
software

General Objective: 4.0 Understand use of more modules of bank operations software
THEORY
Week

PRACTICAL

Specific Learning
Outcomes

Teacher’s activities

4.1 State the need for more
ICT use in bank
operations.

1.1

4.2 Identify all the security
features of a bank
operating software
network.

1.2

4.3 State the detailed
workings of more
modules in a bank
operating software

1.3

Resources

•
•
•
•
Explain the security features of
•
bank software in a LAN or
•
WAN, and need for care with
•
access codes.
Discuss the need for further
use of ICT modules in bank
operations.

Explain the detailed workings
of the following modules in the
banking software:

a)
b)
c)
d)

e-Banking
Loan booking
Trade services
CRM
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File cabinets
Magi Board
Projector
Screen
Microphone
Flip chart
Text books

Specific
Outcome

Teacher’s
activities

Resources

Skill will be
acquired on
use of bank
operating
software

One on one
teaching on
use of bank
software

• Computer
• Bank
modular
operating
software

PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: ISLAMIC ECONOMIC SYSTEM
COURSE CODE: IBF 123
DURATION:
GOAL: To expose the students to the basic concepts, principles and philosophy of Islamic economic system.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand the basic tenets of Islamic Economic System.
2.0 Know Resource Allocation in an Islamic Economic System
3.0 Appreciate Money and its position from Islamic Perspective.
4.0 Know Economic impacts of Interest-Free Economic System.
5.0 Understand Public Finance in Islamic Framework.
6.0 Appreciate Islamic Macro-Economic Modeling
7.0 Understand an Islamic Perspective of Economic Growth and Development.
8.0 Know Institutions for Islamic Welfare Economics.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: ISLAMIC ECONOMIC SYSTEM
YEAR:

SEMESTER

COURSE CODE: IBF 123

CREDIT HOURS:

PRE: REQUISITE

GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the basic tenets of Islamic Economic System.
week

Specific Learning
Outcome

Teachers
Activities

1.2 Explain how an Islamic
economic system
appreciates the economic
questions of what to
produce? When to produce?
How to produce? And for
whom to produce?

• Explain the basic
tenets of Islamic
economic system
such as:
- Tauhid
- Rububiyya
- Khilafa
- Tazkiya
(Purification and
growth).

1.3 Explain philosophical and
operational foundations of
Islamic economic system:

• Explain fully all the
economic questions
in Islamic paradigm.

1.1 Define basic tenets of
Islamic economic system.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Learning
Resources

• Overhead
projector/
whiteboard

Tauhid
Risalah
Khilafah
Adl
Ihsan
Accountability
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Specific Learning
objectives
• Demonstrate
understanding
of the basic
tenets of
Islamic
economic
system.

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources

Guide students to
appreciate the
basic tenets of
Islamic
Economic
System

Text books
Documents

vii) Transparency
• Explain with some
empirical examples
the philosophical and
operational
foundations of
Islamic economic
system.
General Objectives: 2.0 Know Resource Allocation in an Islamic Economic System

2.1 Define concepts of wealth in
an Islamic Economics.
2.2 Explain importance of
resources allocation.
2.4 Explain the role and
limitations of markets in
resource allocation.
2.4 Explain the role of state in
resource allocation.
2.5 Explain the institution of
Hisbah and its functions in
an Islamic economic system.

• Explain the concept
of wealth both in the
conventional and
Islamic perspectives.

• Overhead
projector/
whiteboard and
marker.

• Explain the
importance of
resources allocation
in terms of equity
access, equal
opportunity, stability
etc.
• Explain the role and
limitation of markets
in ensuring equitable
allocation of
resources.
• Explain the role of
state in ensuring fair
allocation of
resources, both in the
conventional and
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Islamic perspectives.
• Explain fully the
institution of Hisbah
and its functions in
an Islamic economic
system.
General Objective: 3.0 Appreciate money and its position from Islamic perspective
3.1 Define the concept, role and
functions of money.
3.2 Explain characteristics of
money.
3.3 Explain the rationale for the
prohibition of interest in
Islam.
3.4 Explain the relationship of
money supply and inflation.

• Explain broadly the
concept, role and
functions of money
in any society.

• Overhead
projector/
whiteboard and
marker.

• Explain the basic
characteristics of
money.
• Explain fully the
rationale for the
prohibition of interest
in Islam from Qur’an
and Sunnah, as well
as from empirical
reasoning based on
the negative impacts
of interest.
• Explain the
relationship of money
supply and inflation.
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General Objective: 4.0 Know economic impacts of interest-free economic system.

4.1 Define how interest free
economy operates.
4.2 Explain the positive benefits
of interest-free economy on
some macro-economic
variables:
- Efficiency
- Income distributions
- Economic stability,
- Employment and
productivity,
- savings and investment,
- growth and
development.

• Explain how interestfree economy
operates.

• Overhead
projector/
whiteboard and
marker.

• Explain fully the
positive benefits of
interest-free economy
on some macroeconomic variables.

General Objectives: 5.0 Understand public finance in Islamic framework.

5.1 Define sources of revenue to
state both in the
conventional and Islamic
perspectives.
5.2 Explain principles of
taxation in Islam.
5.3 Explain public expenditure
and financing budget deficit
in an Islamic perspective.

• Explain fully the
sources of revenue to
state both in the
conventional and
Islamic perspectives.

• Overhead
projector/
whiteboard and
marker.

• Explain fully the
principles of taxation
both in the
conventional and
Islamic perspectives.
• Explain fully public
expenditure and
financing of budget
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.

deficit both in the
conventional and
Islamic perspective.
General Objectives: 6.0 Appreciate Islamic macro-economic modeling

6.1 Explain consumption
function in an Islamic
framework.
6.2 Explain investment function
in an Islamic framework.
6.3 Explain income
determination in an Islamic
framework.

• Explain consumption
function both in the
conventional and in
an Islamic
framework.
• Explain fully
investment function
both in the
conventional and
Islamic perspectives.

• Overhead
projector/
whiteboard and
marker.

• Explain income
determination in an
Islamic perspective.

General Objectives: 7.0 Understand an Islamic perspective of economic growth and development.
7.1 Define economic growth and
development.
7.2 Explain factors that
stimulate economic growth
and development both in the
conventional and Islamic
perspective.

• Explain economic
growth and
development both in
the conventional and
Islamic perspective.

•

Overhead
projector/
whiteboard
and marker.

• Explain fully factors
that stimulate
economic growth and
development both in
the conventional and
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.

Islamic framework.

General Objectives: 8.0 Know institutions for Islamic welfare economics.

8.1 Define welfare economics.
8.2 Explain some of the
institutions for welfare in an
Islamic economic system,
such as Zakkat, Waqf, fa’i,
Wasiyyah, inheritance
Hibah, Sadaqah, Kaffarah
etc.
8.3 Explain the role of state,
community and individuals
in economic welfare.

• Explain welfare
economics both in
the conventional and
Islamic contexts.

• Overhead
projector/
whiteboard and
marker.

• Explain fully some of
the institutions for
welfare in an Islamic
economic system like
Zakkat, Waqf, Fac,
Wasiyyah,
Inheritance Hibah,
Sadaqah Kaffarah
etc.
• Explain the role of
state, community and
individual in
economic welfare
both in the
conventional and
Islamic perspectives.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: ISLAMIC LAW OF CONTRACT
COURSE CODE: IBF 124
DURATION: One Semester
GOAL: To expose students to the elements of Islamic Law of Contract
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should be able to:
1.0 Understand contract and contractual term
2.0 Understand contract in Islam
3.0 Understand classification of essential element of a contract in Islam
4.0 Understand vitiating elements in a contract
5.0 Understand remedies for breach of contract
6.0 Understand discharge of a contract
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: Islamic Law of Contract

COURSE CODE: IBF 124

CREDIT HOURS:

YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand contract and contractual term
week

Specific Learning
Outcome

Teachers
Activities

1.1 Explain contract

• Explain contract

1.2 Explain the universality of
Islam.

• Explain the
universality of Islam

1.3 Explain contractual terms.

Learning
Resources
• Books
• Sample of
contracts.

• Explain contractual
terms.

Specific Learning
objectives
• Identify
contracts
• Identify
contractual
terms

Teachers
Activities
• Guide students
to identify
contracts.

Learning
Resources
• Books
• Sample of
contracts.

• Guide students
to identify
contractual
terms.

General Objectives: 2.0 Understand contract in Islam
2.1 Explain contract in Islam.
2.2 Explain contractual terms in
Islamic Contract.

• Explain contract in
Islam.
• Explain contractual
terms in Islamic
Contracts.

• Books
• Sample of
contracts.

• Identify
contract in
Islam
• Identify
contractual
terms in Islam
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• Guide students
to identify
contract in
Islam.
• Guide students
to identify
contractual
terms in Islam.

• Books
• Sample of
contracts.

General Objectives: 3.0 Understand classification of essential element of a contract in Islam
3.1 Explain classifications of
contract in conventional vs
Islamic Contracts.

•

Explain classification
of contract in
conventional vs
Islamic Contracts.

3.2 Explain essential elements of
contract in conventional
/Islamic contract..

•

Explain essential
elements of contract
in conventional
/Islamic contract.

• Books
• Source
Documents

• Identify
classification
of contract
both
inConventiona
l and Islam.
• Identify
essential
elements of a
contract in
conventional
and Islam

• Guide students
to identify
classification
in contract
conventional
Islam.

Books
Source
Documents

• Guide students
to identify the
essential
elements of a
contract in
convention
Islam

General Objectives: 4.0 Understand vitiating elements in a contract
• Explain the vitiating
elements in a
contract.

4.1 Explain the vitiating
elements in a contract.

Books
Sample cases

•

• Identify
vitiating
elements in a
contract.

• Guide students
to identify
vitiating
elements in a
contract.

Books
Sampled
Documents

• Identify
breach of
contract.

• Guide students
to identify
breach of
contract and
its remedies
.

Books
Sampled
Documents

General Objectives: 5.0 Understand remedies for breach of contract
5.1 Explain breach of contract..

• Explain breach of
contract.

5.2 Explain remedies for breach
of contract.

• Explain remedies for
breach of contract.

• Books
• Sampled
Documents

• Identify
remedies for
breach of
contract.
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General Objectives: 6.0 Understand discharge of a contract
6.1 Explain discharge of a
contract.

• Explain discharge of
a contract

• Books
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• Identify
discharge of
contract.

• Guide students
to identify
discharge of
contract.

• Books

PROGRAMME:

NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE

COURSE TITLE:

FUNDAMENTALS OF ISLAMIC BANKING

COURSE CODE:

IBF 125

DURATION:
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

Having Successfully Completed This Course, Students Should:
1.0 Understand the Historical Origin of Money and Banking
2.0 Understand the Need For Financing

3.0 Know the Evolution of Islamic Banking
4.0 Know the Fundamental differences Between Islamic And Conventional Banking
5.0 Know the Principles of Financing in the Perspective of Islamic Banks
6.0 Understand the Basis of Entitlement to Return on Investment
7.0 Know the Differences between Profit, Rent, Wages and Interest.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: FUNDAMENTALS OF ISLAMIC BANKING
COURSE CODE: IBF 124
CREDIT HOURS: 3
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the Historical Origin of Money and Banking
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1.5 Define money and banking.

•

Explain the origin of
money and banking.

•
•

1.6 Explain the role of money
and financial
intermediation.

•

Explain the need for
financing in Islam.

•

1.7 Define Islamic banking and
how it started.

•

Explain the evolution
of Islamic banking.

1.8 Elucidate profit sharing
principle, profit and loss
sharing principle, mark-up
principle, Renting principle
and Benevolent lending
principle.

•

1.9 Explain the basis of
entitlement to interest on
investment and how it
motivates entrepreneurship
1.10 Explain the sources of
profit, rent, wages and
interest as rewards to
productive enterprise.

Books
Sample
Documents
Charts

Trace the origin of
money and
banking and why
financing is
desirable.
Identify how
Islamic banking
started and the
different mode of
financing in
Islamic banking

Explain the different
principles of
financing in Islamic
banking.

•

Explain the basis of
entitlement to return
on investment.

Identify the basis
of entrepreneurial
initiative in Islam
and how it is
rewarded

•

Discuss the
difference between
profit, rent, wages
and interest
Explain both
theoretical and
practical difference

Identify the major
difference
between
conventional and
Islamic banking

•
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•

•

•

Guide
students to
trace the
origin, value
and
desirability of
money and
banking
Help students
to identify the
different
modes of
financing in
Islam and how
these evolved
into proper
banking
intermediation
over time.
Using the
basic factors
of production,
lead the
students to
relate each
factor to its

•
•
•

Charts
Books
Sourced
Documents

1.11 Define Islamic banking in
contrast to conventional
banking

between conventional
and Islamic banking

•

General Objective: 2.0 Understand the need for Financing
2.1 Explain the need for
• Explain the need for
• Books
financing
financing and how it
• Charts
influence investment
2.2 Explain how investment is
decision
influence by need for
financing
General Objective: 3.0 Know the Evolution of Islamic Banking
3.1 Explain the evolution of
• Explain evolution and • Books
Islamic Banking
development
• Charts
challenges of Islamic
3.2 Explain the development
Banking in Nigeria
challenges of Islamic
Banking in Nigeria

•

Identify the
element in the
need for
financing

•

Trace the
•
evolution of
Islamic
Banking
Identify the
development
challenges of
Islamic
Banking in
Nigeria.
General Objective: 4.0 Know the Fundamental Difference Between Islamic and Conventional Banking
4.1 Explain the fundamental
Identify the
• Explain the
• Books
•
differences between Islamic
basic
fundamental
• Charts
and Conventional Banking
differences
differences between
• Source
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designated
reward and
how this is
justified by
the Sharia
Using
practical
examples,
help the
students to
identify the
difference
between the
two systems
Guide students •
to identify the •
element in the
need for
financing

Books
Charts

Guide students •
to appreciate
•
the evolution
of Islamic
Banking and
its challenges
in Nigeria

Books
Charts

Guide students •
to identify the •
basic

Books
Charts

Islamic and
Conventional
Banking

Documents

between
Islamic and
Conventional
Banking
General Objective: 5.0 Know the Principles of Financing in the Perspective of Islamic Banks
5.1 Explain financing in Islamic • Explain financing and • Books
• Identify
Banks
its types in Islamic
financing in
• Charts
5.2 Explain types of financing
Banks
Islamic Banks
available to Islamic Banks

General Objective: 6.0 Understand the Basis of Entitlement to Return on Investment
6.1 Explain entitlement
• Explain entitlement
• Books
• Identify
6.2 Explain entitlement to return
to return on
entitlement
• Charts
on investment
Investment
and its effect
to return on
Investment
General Objective: 7.0 Know the Differences Between Profit, Rent, Wages and Interest
7.1 Explain the differences
• Explain the
• Books
• Identify the
between profit, Rent, Wages
differences between
basic
• Documents
and Interest
Profit, Rent, Wages
differences
and Interest
between
Profit, Rent,
Wages and
Interest
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differences in
Islamic and
Conventional
Banking
•

Guide students •
to identify the •
principles of
financing in
Islamic Banks

Books
Charts

•

Guide students •
to know
•
entitlement to
return on
Investment

Books
Charts

•

Guide students •
to identify the •
differences
between
Profit, Rent,
Wages and
Interest

Books
Charts

PROGRAMME:

NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE

COURSE TITLE:

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS II

COURSE CODE:

IBF 126

DURATION:
2 HOURS/WEEK
GOAL:
This course is designed to enable the students understand the application of accounting principles to specific business transactions
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand Control Accounts
2.0 Know the different methods for the collection of data for Final Accounts from incomplete records
3.0 Understand Manufacturing Accounts
4.0 Understand the Accounts of Non-trading Organization
5.0 Understand Partnership Accounts
6.0 Understand the preparation of simple Company’s Final Accounts.
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PROGRAMME:
NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS II
YEAR: 1

SEMESTER

2ND

COURSE CODE:IBF 126

CREDIT HOURS: 2

PRE: REQUISITE: IBF 116

Theoretical: 2 hour/week
Practical:
GOAL: The course is designed to enable the student understand the application of accounting principles to specific business transactions
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand Control Accounts
week

Specific Learning
Outcome
1.1 Define Control Accounts

Teachers
Activities
(i) Explain Control
Accounts

Learning
Resources
•

Overhead
Projector

Specific Learning
objectives
•

•

Learning
Resources
•

Guide Students
to carry out
(ii) Explain the need • Worked
preparation of
•
and uses of
final account
examples
Control
from
accounts in a
incomplete
business
records manual
enterprise
or
electronically
using a case
study exercise.
General Objective: 2.0 Know the different methods for the collection of data for Final Accounts from incomplete records
2.1 Explain the term
i.
Describe
• Overhead
•
incomplete records as
incomplete
Projector
• Prepare final
• Guide Students
distinct from complete
records
accounts of
to carry out
records
enterprise
from
preparation of
• Worked
•
ii.
Differentiate
incomplete
final account
examples
2.2 Explain the
single Entry
records
from
different methods of
bookkeeping
incomplete
collecting data for the
from incomplete
records
preparation of final
records
manually or
1.2 Explain the need and uses
of Control accounts in a
business enterprise
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Prepare
Control
Accounts and
state their uses.

Teachers
Activities

Accounting
packages
Spreadsheets

Accounting
packages.
Spreadsheets

accounts from
incomplete
records
2.3 Explain the preparation of
final account of an enterprises
from incomplete records

iii.

electronically
using a case
study exercise

Explain causes of
incomplete
records

iv.

Explain the
Preparation of
final accounts
from incomplete
records
General Objective 3.0 Understand Manufacturing Accounts
3.1 Distinguish between
(i) Explain
•
manufacturing account and
Manufacturin
trading account
g account
and its
•
3.2 Explain the details that
components
will appear in such
account
(ii) Illustrate with
examples the
3.3 Explain manufacturing
preparation
account format
of final
accounts of a
3.4 Explain the preparation of
manufacturin
simple account of
g enterprise
manufacturers, valuation of
stock and work in progress
of such organization

Overhead
Projector
Worked
examples

•

•

General Objective: 4.0 Understand the Accounts of Non-Trading Organizations
4.1 Explain a receipt and
(i) Explain Receipt
• Overhead
•
payments accounts
and Payment
Projector
Accounts
4.2 Explain the preparation of a
• Worked
simple receipts and payments
(ii) Prepare the final
examples
account.
accounts of a
non-trading
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Determine
prime cost
overhead

•

Produce a
format for a
manufacturing
account

Prepare the
accounts of
mosques,
churches and
clubs.

•

Display
graphically
preparation of
final accounts
of a
manufacturing
enterprise
manually or
electronically

Direct students
to prepare,
using a
computer
spreadsheet,
the accounts of

•

Spreadsheet

•

Accounting
packages

•

Flipchart

•

Case Study
exercise.

•

Accounting
packages

•

Spreadsheets

•

Flipcharts.

•
•

Source
DOC

4.3 Differentiate income and
expenditure account from a
receipt and payments
accounts
4.4 Prepare an income and
expenditure account from a
receipts and payment
accounts

non-profit
making
organizations
using a case
study exercise

(iii) Compare the
final
accounts of
non-trading
organization
with that of a
sole
proprietor.

4.5 Distinguish between the
records of a sole proprietor
and that of non-trading
organization
4.6 Prepare the accounts of
Non-trading organization.
General Objective: 5.0 Understand Partnership Accounts
•
5.1 Explain the relationship
that can appropriately be
described as a partnership
5.2 Explain the nature of
partnership agreement
5.3 Interpret the law relating to
the partnership business
5.4 Determine each partner’s
share in the relationship
through the preparation of
partnership profit and loss
appropriation accounts at

(i) Explain the law
relating to
partnership,
its formation
and
accounting
procedures

•

Overhead
Projector
Worked
examples

(ii) Illustrate the
preparation
of partner’s
profit and
loss
appropriation
account,
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•

Prepare the
partnership
final accounts
reflecting
partner salaries
capital interest
on drawings
and share
profit.

•

Direct and
observe the
students
preparing final
accounts of a
partnership
using a case
study example.

•

Spreadsheets

•

Accounting
packages.

the end of each financial
Year.
5.5 Compute and make correct
ledger entries relating to
the interest due to the
partners on their drawings

current
accounts,
capital
accounts and
balance
sheet.

5.6 Explain why interest
should be allowed either on
the partner’s capital or
drawing balances
5.7 Explain the differences in
approach between
accounting for a
partnership where the
partners capitals are fixed
and where they are not.
6.0 Understand the preparation of simple Company’s Final Account
6.1 Prepare appropriation
(i) Explain the
• Overhead
account of a Limited
preparation
Projector
Liability Company
of the
appropriation • Worked
6.2 Distinguish the
account and
examples
appropriation account of a
Balance
Limited Liability
Sheet of a
Company from that of a
Limited
partnership
Liability
Company
6.3 Prepare a simple Balance
(ii) Prepare the
Sheet of a Limited
appropriation
Liability Company
account and
Balance
Sheet of a
Limited
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•

Prepare the
final accounts
of companies

•

Direct and
observe the
students
preparing the
final accounts
of Limited
Liability
Companies

•

Spreadsheet

•

Accounting
packages

•

Flipchart

Liability
Company
Coursework

Course Test

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
• Practicals
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•

Other: Examination/Project

PROGRAMME:

NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE

COURSE TITLE:

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT II

COURSE CODE:

IBF 127

DURATION:

2 HOURS/WEEK

GOAL: This course is designed to expose the students to basic practices of management such as organizational structure, delegation,

leadership, motivation and communication in its special emphasis on business in Nigeria
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should be able to:
1.0

Understand the Principles of Personnel Management

2.0

Know the Structure of Organization

3.0

Understand the Concept of Delegation

4.0

Understand the Concept of Leadership

5.0

Understand the Management functions of Motivation

6.0

Understand the importance of effective Communication in an Organisation.
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PROGRAMME:
NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT II
YEAR: 2

SEMESTER

2ND

COURSE CODE:IBF 127

CREDIT HOURS: 2

PRE: REQUISITE

GOAL: This course is designed to expose the student to basic practices of management such as organizational structure, delegation, leadership,
motivation and communication with special emphasis on business in Nigeria
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the Principles of Personnel Management
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1.1 Explain the basic function
of Human Resources
Management
1.2 Explain manpower needs in
an organization
1.4 Explain the recruitment
procedures in an
organization

•

Explain the basic
function of human
resource
management such as
manpower needs,
recruitment, staff
discipline, training
and development
compensation, etc

•
•
•

Textbooks
Journals
Publications

1.5 Explain the need for
training and development in
an organization
1.6 Describe the basic methods
of compensation to workers
1.7 Explain the process of staff
discipline.
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•

Identify the
basic functions
of Human
Resources
Manager

•

Guidance on
the use of a
relevant case
study
examining
issues relating
to recruitment,
training and
development

•

Students to
work in groups
to examine
training needs
and related
appraisal
priorities, etc.

•

Internet and
relevant
business
management
websites

General Objective: 2.0 Know the Structures of Organization
2.1 Define Organization
• Explain organization • Textbooks
and differentiate
• Journals
between formal and
2.2 Distinguish between
• Publications
informal
formal and informal
of
organizations
organization
management
• Draw different types
Poly/School
of organizational
2.3 Explain different types of
Organogram
structures including
organization structure
those of your
using diagrams
department, schools,
etc
2.4 Explain organizational
structure of the department, • Explain the structures
drawn
school, the polytechnic and
• Explain span of
other line organizations,
control and unity of
using diagrams
command
2.5 Explain span of control and
unity of command

•

Identify
different types
of
organizational
structure using
diagram

•

Refer to
examples of
small business
with case
studies to
identity the
delegation of
responsibility
in an
organization

•

Use diagram,
films and
school
Organogram to
explain
organizational
structures

•

Guidance on
the use of
small business
case studies to
examine
delegation

•
•
•
•

Textbooks
Journals
Organogram
Internet and
relevant
business and
management
websites

•

Internet and
relevant
business and
management
websites.

General Objective: 3.0 Understand the Concept of Delegation
3.1 Define Delegation

•

3.2 Explain the need for
delegation

•

3.3 Explain elements in
delegation such as
authority, responsibility
and accountability

•

Explain delegation,
its importance, uses
and limitation
Explain its elements
such as authority,
responsibility and
accountability
Conduct Test

•
•
•

Textbooks
Journals
Publications

3.4 Explain the limitation of
Delegation
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General Objective: 4.0
4.1 Define Leadership

Understand the Concept of Leadership
• Explain leadership
• Textbooks
and types of
• Journals
leadership styles and • Publications
4.2 Explain leadership styles
their problems in
Nigerian
4.3 Explain issues and
organizations
problemsof leadership in
organizations in Nigeria

•

General Objective: 5.0 Understand the Management functions of Motivation.
5.1 Define motivation,
• Explain motivation
• Textbooks
•
and motivational
• Journals
theories
5.2 Explain the functions of
• Publications
motivation
• Explain the functions
and tools used for
motivation
5.3 Explain major motivational
Theories
• Explain its problems
and prospects
5.4 Evaluate motivational tools • Give assignment
and their effectiveness

•

Management
Films
Role
modeling
Textbooks
Journals

Carryout
leadership
roles according
to styles

Guide students to
perform role play
on leadership

•

Refer to
management
problems in
order to
identify some
motivational
factors and
their effects on
Nigerian
workers

•

Illustrate
major
motivational
theories
Students to
work in pairs
to evaluate
tools and their
effectiveness

•

Internet and
relevant
business and
management
websites

Guide on role
play activities
to consider
different
communication
problem in a
business. For

•

Internet and
relevant
business and
management
webites

•

•
•

5.5 Explain issues (problems
and prospects) in
motivating the Nigerian
worker
General Objective: 6.0 Understand the importance of effective Communication in an Organization
6.1 Define Communication
• Explain
• Textbooks
• Students can
•
communication, its
be
guided
• Journals
process,
through role
6.2 Explain the process and
•
characteristics, and
play and
methods of communication
methods.
problem
solving method
• Explain different
on the effective
systems of
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6.3 Explain the characteristics
of effective communication in
an organization

•

communication and
the implications of
defective system
Conduct test

ways of
communication •
in an
•
organization
•

6.3 Explain different systems of
communication in
organizations

•
6.4 Explain the implication of
defective communication in
organizations
Coursework

Course Test

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
• Practicals
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•

example:
Delayering
Reorganizations
Introducing
New
Technology
New work
patterns

Other: Examination/Project

PROGRAMME:

National Innovation Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance

COURSE TITLE:

Islamic Financial Transactions

COURSE CODE:

IBF 128

DURATION:

Semester 2

GOAL: This course is designed to equip students with the understanding of Islamic Financial Transactions
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand Financial Transactions
2.0 Know Islamic Modes of Transactions
3.0 Know different Fees charged by Islamic Financial Institutions
4.0 Know the difference between Islamic Financial Transactions and others
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PROGRAMME: National Innovation Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance
COURSE:Islamic Financial Transactions
YEAR: 1
SEMESTER 2

COURSE CODE: IBF 128
PRE:
REQUISITE
GOAL: The course is designed to equip the students with the knowledge of Islamic financial transactions
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0Understand Financial Transactions
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
1.0

1.1

Define Financial
transactions

1.2 Give examples of
financial transactions
1.3 Explain Islamic
financial transactions
1.4 Give examples of Islamic
financial transactions

• Explain Financial
transactions
• Give examples of
financial
transactions

• Books

• Identify Financial
transactions

• Charts

• Identify Islamic
Financial transactions

• Projector

• Explain Islamic
financial
transactions

CREDIT HOURS:

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources

• Guide the students to
identify Financial
transactions

• Books

• Guide the students to
Identify examples of
Islamic Financial
transactions
•

• Projector

• Charts

• Give examples of
Islamic financial
transactions
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0

Know Islamic Modes of Transactions

2.1 Explain Islamic modes of
financing

• Explain Islamic
modes of financing

2.2 Explain the PLS modes :
•Mudarabah
•Musharaka

• Explain the PLS
modes :
• Mudarabah
• Musharaka

• Books
• Charts
• Projector
• Samples

• Identify Islamic
modes of financing
• Identify the PLS
modes :
• Mudarabah
• Musharaka
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• Guide the students to
identify modes of
financing in Islam
• Guide the students to
Identify the PLS
modes :
• Mudarabah
• Musharaka

•

Books

•

Charts

•

Projector

2.3 Explain non-PLS modes
– Trade by :
•Mudarabah
•Salam
•Istisna’a
•Ijarah

• Explain non-PLS
modes – Trade by :
• Mudarabah
• Salam
• Istisna’a
• Ijarah

of
contracts
in these
different
modes

• Identify non-PLS
modes – Trade by :
• Mudarabah
• Salam
• Istisna’a
• Ijarah

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0Know different Fees charged by Islamic Financial Institutions
3.1 Explain ways Islamic
• Explain ways Islamic •Books
• Identify ways
Banks earn money
banks earn money
Islamic banks earn
money
•Charts
3.2 Explain types of fees
• Explain types of fees
• Identify types of fees
•Projector
3.3 Explain interbank fees
• Explain interbank fees
• Identify interbank
•Samples of
3.4 Explain net profit
fees
• Explain net profit
contracts in
these
different
• Identify net profit
modes

• Guide the students to
identify non-PLS
modes – Trade by :
• Mudarabah
• Salam
• Istisna’a
• Ijarah
• Guide students on
ways Islamic banks
earn money
• Guide students on
types of fees

• Guide students on
how interbankfees
work
• Guide students to
Identify net profit
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0Knowthe difference between Islamic Financial Transactions and others
4.1 Explain the main
• Explain the main
• Books
• Identify the main
• Guide students to
differences between
differences between
differences between
identify the main
Islamic financial
Islamic financial
Islamic financial
differences between
• Charts
transactions and other
transactions and other
transactions and other
Islamic financial
financial transactions
financial transactions
financial transactions
transactions and other
• Projector
financial transactions
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•Books
•Charts
•Projector

PROGRAMME:

National Innovation Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance

Course: Business Statistics
Credit Hours: 4 hours/Week

Course Code: IBF 211
Theoretical: 2 hours/Week

Goal: This course is designed for students to understand statistical principles and its application to business

General Objectives:
1.0 Understand the nature of statistical data and their importance
2.0 Know the problems of collection of statistical data
3.0 Understand the basic sampling methods
4.0 Understand the organization of statistical data
5.0 Understand the analysis of statistical data
6.0 Understand the elementary concepts of probability
7.0 Understand the uses of regression and correlation analysis
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Practice: 2 hrs/week

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the nature of statistical data and their importance
WEEK SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER ACTIVITIES
LEARNING
SPECIFIC LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
RESOURCE
OBJECTIVE
1.1 Explain what is meant
1.1 Discuss the meaning of
- Board
by statistics.
statistics.
- Projector
1.2 Discuss the uses of
- Screen
statistics generally and
1.2 Explain the uses of
- Microphone
in business.
statistics.
- Flip chart
1.3 Explain the importance
- Text books
of statistical data.
1.3 Identify the importance
of statistical data.

WEEK

General Objective: 2.0 Know the problems of collection of statistical data
SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER ACTIVITIES
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
RESOURCE
2.1 Enumerate the reasons 2.1 Explain the reasons for
- Board
for collection of data.
collection of data.
- Projector
- Screen
2.2 Identify sources of data 2.2 Discuss the sources of
- Microphone
collection.
data collection.
- Flip chart
- Text books
2.3 Distinguish the
2.3 Explain the methods of
methods of data
data collection:
collection.
a) Interview
b) Questionnaires
2.4 Design questionnaires
c) Observations
and forms of data
d) Desu Research
collection.
e) Sampling
f) Population
2.5 Identify the problems
and types of errors that 2.4 Describe questionnaire,
arise in data collections
design and forms of
data collection.
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SPECIFIC LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

TEACHER
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
RESOURCE

TEACHER
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
RESOURCE

2.5 Explain the problems
and types of errors that
arise in data collections

WEEK

General Objectives: 3.0 Understand the basic sampling methods
SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER ACTIVITIES
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
RESOURCE
3.1 Define sample,
3.1 Explain sample,
population and frame.
population and frame.

3.2 Explain the advantages
of sampling

3.3 , Explain the random
table.

3.4 Explain probability and

3.2 Discuss the advantages
of sampling

3.3 Discuss the random
table

3.4 Discuss probability and

non probability
sampling.

non-probability
sampling.

3.5 Explain random

3.5 Discuss random

sampling.

sampling, its features
and advantages

3.6 Explain statistical
sampling.

3.7 Apply the above
sampling methods to
simple problems

3.6 Discuss stratified
sampling and its
advantages.

3.7 Illustrate the
application of the
sampling methods to
simple problems in
banking.
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SPECIFIC LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

TEACHER
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
RESOURCE

WEEK

WEEK

General Objectives; 4.0 Understand the organization of statistical data
SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER ACTIVITIES
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
RESOURCE
4.1 Construct frequency
4.1 Demonstrate the
- Board
distribution:
construction of:
- Projector
a) Pie chart
a) pie chart
- Screen
b) Bar chart
b) Bar chart
- Microphone
c) Histogram
* simple
- Flip chart
d) frequency polygon
* multiple
- Text books
* Component
- Ruler
c) Histogram
d) Frequency polygon
- Protractor
General Objectives 5.0 Understand the analysis of statistical data
SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER ACTIVITIES
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
RESOURCE
5.1 Explain the measures
5.1 Discuss with examples
- Board
of location; central
the measures of
- Projector
tendency:
location central
- Screen
a) Arithmetic mean
tendency.
- Microphone
b) Geometric mean
a) Arithmetic mean
- Flip chart
c) Mode
b) Geometric mean
- Text books
d) Median
c) Mode
- Ruler
e) Harmonic mean
d) Median
e) Harmonic mean
- Protractor
5.2 Explain measures of
5.2 Explain measures of
partition: Quantiles
partition:
including deciles and
Quantiles including
percoriles
deciles and percentiles.
5.3 Define the measures of:
5.4 Explain the measures
a) variability
of
b) mean deviation
a) variability
c) variance
b) Mean deviation
d) standard and
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SPECIFIC LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

TEACHER
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
RESOURCE

SPECIFIC LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

TEACHER
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
RESOURCE

deviation
e) co-efficient of
variation

c) Variance
d) Standard deviation
e) Co-efficient of

variation
5.5 Discuss the
significance of 5.3
above.
General objectives 6.0 Understand the elementary concepts of probability
SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER ACTIVITIES
LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
RESOURCE
6.1 Define
6.1 Define
a) set
a) set
b) Sub – set
b) Sub – set
c) Union
c) Union
d) Intersection
d) Intersection
with examples
6.2 Explain the application
of vein diagram.
6.2 Discuss the application
of Venn diagrams
solve some simple
6.3 Explain the basic ideas:
problems
a) Probability b)
sample space c) events
6.3 Discuss the basic ideas
of: a) Probability b)
6.4 Define a) Independent
sample space c) events
events b) Dependent
with examples
events c) Mutiny
exclusive events
6.4 Discuss with examples
a) Independent events
6.5 Explain the
b) Dependent events c)
a) Addition law
Mutiny exclusive
b) multiplication laws
events
6.6 Explain the basic ideas
6.5 Discuss:
of Probability
a) Addition law
distribution
b) Multiplication laws
5.4 Explain the significance
of 5.3

WEEK
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SPECIFIC LEARNING
OBJECTIVE

TEACHER
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
RESOURCE

a) Binomial
b) Poisson
6.6 Discuss the basic ideas
c) Normal distributions
of probability
distribution: a)
6.7 Solve simple problems
Binomial
using 6.6 above
b)Poisson
c) Normal distributions
6.7 solve simple problems
using 6.6 above.

WEEK

General Objectives 7.0 Understand the uses of regression and correlation analysis
SPECIFIC LEARNING
TEACHER ACTIVITIES
LEARNING
SPECIFIC LEARNING
OBJECTIVE
RESOURCE
OBJECTIVE
7.1 Explain the meaning of 7.1 Discuss the meaning of
simple linear
simple linear
regression problems.
regression problems.
7.2 Construct scatter
diagram.
7.3 Draw a) Regression line
by free-hand method.
B) Obtain regression
equation for the
regression line in a
above.
7.4 Explain the method of
least spine regression.

7.2 Demonstrate the
construction of scatter
diagrams.

7.3 Draw a) Regression
line by free-hand
method b) Obtain
regression equation for
the regression line in a)
above.

7.4 Discuss the method of
least spume regression.

7.5 solve normal equations
to get regression
equations

7.5 Solve normal equations
to get regression
equations offer
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TEACHER
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
RESOURCE

explanations.
7.6 Predict dependent
variables of regression
equations.
7.7 Explain the idea of
correlation analysis

7.6 Predict dependent
variables of regression
equations.

7.7 Discuss the idea of
correlation analysis

7.8 Explain the relationship
between regression
and correlation.

7.8 Discuss the relationship

7.9 Explain the properties
of correlation coefficient.

7.9 Discuss the properties

7.10 Explain the limitation
of regression analysis.

between regression and
correlation.

of correlation coefficient

7.10

7.11 calculate time series
by: a) moving averages
b) Least square
7.11
method.

Discuss the
limitation of
regression analysis
Calculate time
series by a)
isoluran of tread
by moving
averages b) Least
square method
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PROGRAMME:

National Innovation Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance

COURSE TITLE:

Financial Report Writing

COURSE CODE:

IBF 212

DURATION:

Semester 2

GOAL:

The course is designed to equip students with the knowledge of essential elements of Financial Report Writing.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Understand Financial Report Writing

2.0

Know importance of Financial Reporting Writing

3.0

Know essential elements in Financial Report Writing

4.0

Know steps for effective Financial Report Writing
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PROGRAMME: National Innovation Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance
COURSE: Financial Report Writing
COURSE CODE: IBF 212
CREDIT HOURS:
YEAR: 1
SEMESTER
PRE:
REQUISITE
GOAL: The course is designed to equip the students with the knowledge of Islamic financial transactions
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0Understand Financial Report Writing
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
1.0

1.1

Explain report writing

1.2 Explain financial report
writing.

• Explain report
writing
• Explain financial
report writing.

1.5 Explain types of report
• Explain types of
reports

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 2.0
2.0 Explain the importance
of Financial Report
Writing in Islamic
Financial Institutions.
For instance:
- Legal requirement
for taxation.
- Give an idea of
financial integrity
creditworthiness.

• Diagrams
• Samples
of
financial
reports
• Projector
• Books

• Identify report writing • Guide the students to
understand report
writing.
• Identify Financial
Report Writing.
• Guide the students to
understand financial
• Identify types of
reporting writing and
report
its types.
•

Learning
Resources
• Diagram
• Samples of
financial reports
• Projectors
• Books

Know importance of financial report writing
• Explain the
importance of
financial writing
report writing in IFIS
for instance:
- Legal
requirement for
taxation.
- Give an idea of
financial

• Diagrams
• Samples
of l
reports
• Books

• Identify the
importance of
financial report
writing in IFIS e.g
- Legal requirement
for taxation.
- Give an idea of
financial integrity
creditworthiness.
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• Guide the students to
identify the
importance of report
writing in IFIS e.g
- Legal
requirement for
taxation.
- Give an idea of
financial
integrity

• Diagrams
• Samples of
financial reports
• Books

-

-

Import information
for business decision
making.
Insurance claim

integrity
creditworthiness.
- Import
information for
business decision
making.
- Insurance claim

- Import
information for
business decision
making.

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 3.0 Know essential elements in Report Writing
3.1 Explain the steps in
• Explain steps in
•Books
• Identify steps in
effective report writing.
effective report
effective report
writing.
writing
•Charts
- Decide the objective
- Understand your
- Decide the
• Diagrams
audience
objective
• Identify steps in
- Report formal/types
- Understand
financial report
• Samples
- Gather facts and data
your audience
writing.
of
- Structure the report
- Report
financial
- Readability
formal/types
reports
- Edit
- Gather facts
• Projector
and data
• Books
3.2 Steps in financial report
- Structure the
writing:
report
- Readability
- Preparing to write
- Edit
- Preparing balance
• Explain steps in
sheet.
financial report
- Preparing income
writing.
statements
- Preparing statement
- Decide the
of cash flows
objective
- Insurance claim
- Understand your
audience
- Report
formal/types
- Gather facts and
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creditworthiness.
- Import
information for
business decision
making.

• Guide students to
identify steps in
effective report
writing.
• Guide students to
identify steps in
financial report
writing.

• Diagrams
• Samples of l
reports
• Books

-

data
Structure the
report
Readability
Edit

G ENERAL OBJECTIVE: 4.0 Know steps for effective Financial Report Writing
4.1 Explain essential
elements in financial
report writing.

• Explain essential
elements in financial
report writing

• Diagrams
• Samples
of
financial
reports
• Projector
• Books

• Identify essential
elements in financial
report writing
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• Guide students to
identify essential
elements in financial
report writing

• DiagramsSamples
of financial
reports
• Projector
• Books

PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: ISLAMIC BANKING OPERATION I
COURSE CODE: 213
DURATION:
GOAL: To expose the students to the concepts, principles and techniques of Islamic Banking Operations.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Know the major classification of Islamic Banking System.
2.0 Understand domestic banking operations in Islamic Banks.
3.0 Know how domestic banking operation is concluded in an Islamic Bank and the services.
4.0 Know the front office operation of a typical domestic Islamic Banks
5.0 Understand the back office operation of an Islamic Bank.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:Islamic Banking Operations I
COURSE CODE: IBF 213
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:

CREDIT HOURS:

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Know the major classifications of Islamic Banking System.
week

Specific Learning
Outcome

1.1 Explain the different types
of banking operation in
Islamic banks.

Teachers
Activities
• Explain banking
operation by types in
an Islamic Bank.

Learning
Resources

•
•
•
•
•
•

Board
Projector
Screen
Microphone
Flip chart
Textbooks

Specific Learning
objectives
• Classify
Islamic
banking
operations.

• Explain the concept
of offshore banking
and how it differs
from domestic
banking operation
General Objectives: 2.0 Understand domestic banking operations in Islamic Banks.
1.2 Define domestic banking
operation and offshore or
international banking
operation.

2.1 Describe the different
segment of domestic banking
operations.

• Explain all domestic
banking operations in
Islamic banks.

2.2 Discuss the general
classification of bank
operations.

• Explain the general
classification of bank
operations.

2.3 State what front office
operations of a bank
represent.

• Comment on the
distinguishing
features of each
domestic bank
operational service.
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Teachers
Activities
•
• Students to be
going on tour
of banks
facilities
provided by
schools.

Learning
Resources
- Banking hall
- Customer
service.
- Cash counting
machine.
- Cash Till Box
- Back office
operation hub.

2.4 State what Back office
operations of a bank
represent.
2.5 Describe how the bank
operations identified in 2.2
and 2.3 above complement
each other.

• Explain the
classification of
banks department
into:
- Front office
- Back office
• Describe front office
bank operations in the
context of:
- Customer service
- Cash (Teller)
service.
• Describe Back Office
bank operations in the
context of:
- Accounts
- Funds Transfer
- Note (Bills)
- Audit
• Discuss how bank
office operations
identified in 2.3
above, complement
those of financial
operation in 2.2
above.
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General Objectives: 3.0 Know how domestic banking operation is concluded in an Islamic Bank and the services.
3.1 Identify various types of
accounts handled by the
customer services desk of an
Islamic Bank.

• Explain each of these
accounts handled by
the customer service
desk:
a) Current Account
b) Savings Account
c) Fixed Deposit
d) Branded Account

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File cabinets
Magic Board
Projector
Screen
Microphone
Flip charts
Textbooks

• Skills on front
office
operations.

• Schedule
materials on
assets use.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Show the procedure
for the opening of all
the accounts
identified in 3.1
above by:
a) Listing the
preprinted docs
provided by the
banks.
b) Identify which
reprinted doc
relate to each
customer type
(individuals,
partnership,
company,
government and
non governmental
bodies)
c) Listing the
documents that
the various types
of customers
must submit

•
•
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Note counters
Cash Till Box
Computers
Illuminating
light
Lamps
Dummy
cheque
Source
documents,
Dummy
currency
Dummy
cheque

d) Listing the
approval pages
for the document.
• Explain the procedure
that customers would
fill before collecting
their cheque book and
other instruments
from the bank.
• Explain the process of
cash and teller ring
operation in a bank.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: Introduction to Islamic Insurance (Takaful)
COURSE CODE: IBF 214
DURATION: 1 SEMESTER
GOAL: This course is designed for students to acquire the basic knowledge of the principles and operations of Takaful Insurance
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand the concepts of Insurance
2.0 Appreciate the nature, functions and the benefits of insurance to the society
3.0 Understand Insurances policies.
4.0 Understand Insurance underwriting and claims
5.0 Understand Takaful Insurance
6.0 Understand the operation of Takaful Policy
7.0 Understand the comparative analysis between conventional and Takaful Insurance
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: Introduction to Islamic Insurances (Takaful)
COURSE CODE: IBF 214
YEAR: 2
GOAL:

SEMESTER 3

PRE: REQUISITE

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the concepts of Insurance
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Outcome
Activities

1.1 Define concept and basic
principles of insurance.
1.2 Explain the main features of
risk treatment

CREDIT HOURS:

• Explain the concept
and basic principles of
insurance
• Explain the main
features of risk
treatment.

Learning
Resources

Specific Learning
objectives

Teachers
Activities

•
•

•

•

Guide students
to identify the
basic
principles of
Insurance

•

Guide students
to list benefits
and functions
of insurance.

•

Guide students
to list the
types of
insurance.

Books
Charts

Identify the
basic
principles of
insurance

Learning
Resources

General Objectives: 2.0 Appreciate the nature, functions and the benefits of insurance to the society

2.1 Explain Insurance, its
functions and the benefits to
the society.

• Explain the main
nature, primary and
secondary functions of
insurance and how it is
of benefits to the
individual and the
society as a whole.

General Objectives: 3.0 Understand Insurances policies.
3.1 Explain types of Insurance
• Discuss the types and
policies available in the
classes of insurance
market.
product available in
the market

Books
Charts.

Identify the
basic
functions and
benefits of
insurance

• Books
• Chart
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• Identify the
types of
insurance in the
market

Books
Charts
Leaflets

Books
Charts
Leaflets

General Objective: 4.0 Understand Insurance underwriting
4.1 Explain insurance
underwriting

• Explain Insurance
Underwriting and
Claims

• Books
• Chart

• Underwrite
insurances.
• Assess
insurance
claims

• Guide students
to evaluate
claims and
underwriting.

.
•

Books
Insurance
policy.

• Books
• Charts
• Source
document

• Identify
Takaful
Insurance.
• Operate
Takaful policy.

• Guide students
to develop
Takaful
policy.

•
•

Books
Source
documents.

• Identify the
basic elements
of Takaful
Insurance
• Operate

• Guide student
to identify
Takaful
Insurance

4.2 Explain Insurance claims
General Objective: 5.0 Understand Takaful Insurance
1.1 Define Takaful Insurance

1.2 Explain the historical
background, basis and
rationale of Takaful.

1.3 Explain Takaful contracts
basic operational models.

• Discuss the definition
of the term takaful, its
history Shariah basis
and rationale for its
introduction as a
viable Shariah
alternation to
conventional risk
transfer concept.
• Explain the different
types of Takaful
operational models
available in the
markets.

1.4 Explain key elements of
Takaful Insurance and
Operating principles.
General Objectives: 6.0 Understand the operation of Takaful Policy
• Books
6.1 Explain Takaful operation
Explain the five elements
• Charts
of Takaful Insurance i.e.
• Source
6.2 Explain the two important
Ta’awun, tabarru
document
contract in Takaful Insurance
ownership structure,
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Books
Policy
Documents

business i.e the contact amongst
the participant and the contract
between the operator and
participant
6.3 Explain types of business
fund segregation, Shariah
governance and surplus and
deficit policy.

management and
instrument condition

Takaful

Explain takaful operating
or guiding principles, ie.
especially, partnership
and management
condition.
Explain the two important
contract in Takaful
Insurance business i.e the
contact amongst the
participant and the
contract between the
operator and participant

General Objective: 7.0 Understand the comparative analysis between conventional and Takaful Insurance
• Books
• Distinguish
• Guide students
7.1 Compare Takaful and
Explain the difference • Charts
between
to differentiate
conventional Insurance
between Takaful and
Takaful and
between
Conventional
Conventional
Takaful and
Insurance based on
Insurance
Conventional
the following:
Insurance
Contract utilized fund
ownership, risk
Instrument,
consideration, surplus
/profit ownership,
participants
responsibility and
business concern.
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Books
Policy
Documents

PROGRAMME: NID IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: Islamic Investment Services
COURSE CODE: IBF 215
DURATION:
GOAL: This course is design to expose the students with the knowledge and principles of Islamic Investment Services
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand Islamic Investment Services and its Import
2.0 Know the different ways by which Islamic Banks conduct their investment activities.
3.0 Understand Islamic Investment Products and their modus operandi.
4.0 Understand Islamic Investment Banking
5.0 Understand the use of as a tool for investment decision.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: Islamic Investment Services
COURSE CODE: IBF 215
YEAR:
SEMESTER 1
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand Islamic Investment Services and its Import
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives

1.1 Define Islamic Investment
Services (IIS).
1.2 Discuss how this is carried
out in Islamic Banks.
1.3 Discuss how Islamic
Investment Services
guarantees the growth and
survival of Islamic Banks.

• Explain Islamic
Investment Services
as obtain in the
banking sector.

Books
Documents

• Demonstrate how IIS
activities ensure
steady flow of income
to the Islamic Banks
and what percentage
of income should
bank realistically
expect from this
segment.
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Based on your
understanding of
IIS proposed
income generating
rate for IIS and
other.

CREDIT HOURS:

Teachers
Activities

Learning
Resources

Guide Students to
proposed income
generating rate for
IIS and other.

Books
Documents

General Objectives: 2.0 Know the different ways by which Islamic Banks conduct their investment activities.
2.1 Explain how Islamic Banks
perform Islamic Investment
activities.
2.2 Discuss Mudasabah and
Wakalah as Modes of
Islamic Investment Services.

•

Explain how
Islamic Banks
perform Islamic
Investment
activities.

•

Discuss
Mudasabah and
Wakalah as
Modes of Islamic
Investment
Services.

•

Explain Internal
Investment of
Windows and
Internal
Investment
Windows of an
Islamic Bank.

•

Explain Islamic
Investment
instruction both
between bank
and its customers

2.4 Explain Internal Investment
of Windows and Internal
Investment Windows of an
Islamic Bank.

2.5 Explain Islamic Investment
instruction both between
bank and its customers
(Imrand) and between the
Bank and its correspondents
partner institutions
2.6 Explain how the Islamic
bank play the role of Rabbal-Maal and that of Mudarib
Interchangeable of its
responsibilities

Books
Charts

Conduct
Investment under
Islamic Principles
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Guide students to
invest using
Islamic principles

Books
Charts
Documents

(Imrand) and
between the
Bank and its
correspondents
partner
institutions
•

Explain how the
Islamic bank play
the role of Rabbal-Maal and that
of Mudarib
Interchangeable
of its
responsibilities

General Objectives: 3.0 Understand Islamic Investment Products and their modus operandi.
3.1 Explain the different
products used by Islamic
Explain the different
Books
Mention
Banks for profit generation.
products used by
Source Documents
different
Islamic Banks for
products used
3.2 Explain the rationale of
profit generation.
by Islamic
allocating higher profits
Banks for
share to Mudarib Rabb-alDiscuss the rationale of
profit
Maal.
allocating higher
generation.
profits share to
Mudarib Rabb-alMaal.
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Guide students to
identify different
products used by
Islamic Banks for
profit making

Books
Charts
Leaflets

ROGRAMME: NATIONALINNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: ISLAMIC CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
COURSE CODE: IBF 216
DURATION:
GOAL: The course is designed to provide the students with a good understanding of the concept of Islamic Corporate Social responsibility.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
2.0 Know the different levels of Corporate Social Responsibility
3.0 Appreciate Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities in Islamic Financial Institutions
4.0 Know the special Place ofCorporateSocial Responsibility in Islamic Financial Institutions
5.0 Know the regulation of corporate social responsibility in Islamic Financial Institutions
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PROGRAMME:NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: ISLAMIC CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
COURSE CODE: IBF 216
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:

CREDIT HOURS:

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand corporate social responsibility
week

Specific Learning
Outcome

1.1Definecorporate social
responsibility.

Teachers
Activities
• Explain CSR in
banking.

Learning
Resources
• Books
• Charts/diagram

Specific Learning
objectives
• Identify CSR
Acts.
• Identify CSR
in the banking
industry.

1.2 Explain corporate social
responsibility in banking.

General Objective: 2.0 Know the different levels of Corporate Social Responsibility
• Projector
2.1 Explain the different levels
• Explain the different
• Identify the
• Video clips
of CRS.
levels of CSR:
levels of CSR
Economic
2.2 Explain:
legal
- economic
ethical
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Teachers
Activities
• Guide
students to
identify CSR
acts.

Learning
Resources
•
•
•
•

Books
Charts/diagram
Projector
Video tape

•
•
•
•

Books
Charts/diagram
Projector
Video tape

• Guide
students to
identify CSR
in the banking
industry.

• Guide
students to
identify the
different
levels of CSR.

- legal
- Ethical
- philanthropic

philanthropic

General Objective: 3.0 CRS activity in banks – business and non business activities.
3.1 State the two different types
of CSR activities of banks.
3.2 Explain the business
integrated activities in CSR
3.3 Explain the non business
activities in CSR

• Explain the two
different types of
CSR.
• Explain the business
integrated activities.
• Explain the non
business activities.

•
•
•
•

Books
Charts/diagram
Projector
Internet

• Identify the
two types of
CSR activities
in banks.

Guide students to
identify the two
CSR activities in
banks.

•
•
•
•

Books
Charts/diagram
Projector
Internet

•
•
•
•

Books
Charts/diagram
Projector
Internet

General Objective: 4.0 Know the special role of corporate social responsibility in Islamic Banks
4.1 Explain the role of CSR in
Islamic Banks.
4.2 Explain Islamic view point
of CSR.

• Explain the role of
CSR in Islamic
Bank.
• Explain Islamic view
point of CSR.

•
•
•
•

Books
Charts/diagram
Projector
Internet

• Identify CSR
in Islamic
Bank.
• Identify
Islamic view
point of CSR

General Objectives: 5.0 Know the regulation of corporate social responsibility in Islamic Banks.
5.1 Explain regulation.
• Explain regulation.
• Identify
Books
Regulation.
5.2 Explain the regulation
Charts
• Explain the
• Identify
governing CSR in Islamic
regulation governing
regulation
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• Guide
students to
identify why
CSR in
Islamic banks.
• Guide
students to
identify
Islamic view
point of CSR.
• Guide
students to
identify
regulation

Books
Charts
Documents

bank.

CSR in Islamic
Bank.

governing
CSR in
Islamic
Banks.

PROGRAMME:

NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE

COURSE TITLE:

INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL STANDARDS

COURSE CODE:

IBF 217

DURATION:

ONE SEMESTER

governing
CSR in
Islamic
Banks.

GOAL: The course is aimed at exposing the students to the existence, objectives, activities and published standards issued by standards setting
organizations in the Islamic Financial Market
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Understand the meaning and objectives of the existence of different standard setting organizations in Islamic Financial Institutions

2.0

Understand the Introduction of the AAOIFI (Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions)
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3.0

Understand the AAOIFI published Standards and Membership Structure

4.0

Understand the operations of the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB)

5.0

Understand the IFSB published Standards, Guidance notes and Membership Structures

6.0

Understand the Operations of other organizations in the market.

PROGRAMME:
NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:
INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL STANDARDS
COURSE CODE:IBF 217
CREDIT HOURS: 3
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER
3rd
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL: The course is aimed at exposing the students to the existence, objectives, activities and published standards issued by standards setting
organizations in the Islamic Financial Market
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the meaning and objectives of the existence of different standard setting organizations in Islamic
Financial Institutions
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
Resources
1.1 Explain the meaning and
• Explain the meaning,
• Identify the
• Guide students
• Source
objectives of the establishment
Books
purpose and
standards
to appreciate the • DOC
of standards setting
DOC
objectives for
settings
Islamic
organizations.
establishing standards
organization
Financial
setting organizations
and their
Standards
such as AAOIFI and
objectives in
IFSB
Islamic
Finance
General Objective: 2.0 Understand the Introduction of the AAOIFI (Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial
Institutions
2.1 Explain AAOIFI
Standards

• Explain the objectives
of AAOIFI

•

• Explain the
operations of AAOIFI
standards
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• Identify the
standards
settings
organization
and their
objectives in
Islamic
Finance

• Guide students • Source
to appreciate the • DOC
Islamic
Financial
Standards

General Objective: 3.0 Understand the AAOIFI published Standards and Membership Structure
3.1 Explain AAOFI published
• Give an overview of •
Books
•
• Identify the
standards
the AAOIFI published •
standards settings
DOC
standards
organization and
3.2 Know AAOIFI membership
their objectives in
structure and benefits to
Islamic Finance
• Explain the AAOIFI
member organizations
membership structure
and
benefits
to
member organizations

• Guide
students to
appreciate
the Islamic
Financial
Standards

General Objective:4.0 Understand the operations of the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB)
4.1 Explain Islamic Financial
• Discuss the objectives
• Documents
Services Board (IFSB) and
Identify
the Guide students to
and operations of Books
its objectives
Documents
standards
appreciate the Islamic
IFSB
settings
Financial Standards
organization
and
their
objectives in
Islamic
Finance
General Objective: 5.0 Understand the IFSB published Standards, Guidance notes and Membership Structures
5.1 Explain the overview of IFSB
• Explain the IFSB
• Documents
published standards and guidance
Books
Identify the
Guide students to
published standards
notes.
Documents
standards
appreciate the
and guidance notes
settings
Islamic Financial
5.2 Explain IFSB membership
organization
Standards
• Discuss IFSB
structure and benefits to member
and their
membership structure
organizations
objectives in
and benefits to
Islamic
member organizations
Finance
General Objective: 6.0 Understand the Operations of other organizations in the market.
6.1 Explain Other organizations such • Explain the structure
as :
and operations of
Chartered Institute of
other organizations
Islamic Finance
such as (CIIFF), etc
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Professional (Malaysia)
CIIFF etc.

IBF 218
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PROGRAMME:

NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCING

COURSE TITLE:

INTERNAL CONTROL

COURSE CODE:

IBF: 221

DURATION:

2hr/wk

GOAL: To Expose Students to the concepts, Theories and Techniques of Auditing
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Understand Theory and Philosophy of Auditing

2.0

Know Rights, Duties and Responsibilities of Auditor

3.0

Understand Professional Ethics

4.0.

Know the Auditors Liabilities

5.0

Understand the Appointment and Removal of Auditors

6.0

Know the Inter-Relationship of the Audit Functions and the Internal Control System

7.0

Know Selections of Areas of Work Control, In-Depth tests use of graphing and of Sampling Techniques
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PROGRAMME:INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SYSTEM
COURSE: AUDITING
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand Theory and Philosophy of Auditing
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
1.1 Define Auditing.

•

Explain in detail the
term auditing.

•

Explain different
types of audit.

•

Explain the
importance of
auditing

1.2 Relate the history of auditing
and philosophy of auditing
1.3 Explain the theory and
philosophy of Auditing.
1.4 Explain the concepts and
conventions underlying the
practice of Auditing.
1.5 Explain the generally
accepted auditing standards.

Overhead
Project

COURSE CODE: IBF 221

Specific Learning
objectives

Teachers
Activities

•

•

Demonstrate
their
understanding
of the theory
and
philosophy of
auditing

•

1.6 Distinguish between
auditing and accounting.
General Objective: 2.0 Know Rights, Duties and Responsibilities of Auditor
2.1 Explain the role of auditors
• Explain duties and
• Overhead
in an enterprises
responsibilities of
projector
Auditors
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CREDIT HOURS: 2Hrs/Wk

•

Relate
auditing to
legal and

•

Learning
Resources

Guide the
•
students to
•
explain
Auditing using
practical
situational
examples such
as purchase,
sales,
acquisition of
fixed assets
etc.
Lend the class
to review
GAAS

Explain the
legal and
professional

•
•

Internet
Flipchart

Internet
Flipcharts

2.2 Explain the rights, duties and •
responsibilities of auditors to
sole trader, a partnership and •
to a public organization
•

2.3 Explain the auditors right to
remuneration
2.4 Explain the significance of
the following as they affect
and audit, plans, programme
engagement letters, standard
of field work, and audit
process

•

Explain the concept
of independences
Explain tools of audit
Explain audit
approaches

•

Explain the
advantages and
disadvantages of
each.

professional
requirements
Explain their
knowledge of
the rights,
duties,
responsibilitie
s, liabilities
appointment
and removal
of an auditor.

•

•

2.5 Explain what audit working
papers mean and the objects
of audit working paper
2.6 Distinguish between a
permanent audit file and a
current audit file and state
the documents found in each
of them
2.7 Explain auditing approaches
and the significance of
systems approach in modern
auditing
2.8 Explain what an audit trail
means and its
indispensability in vouching
approach to auditing
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provisions
relating to
auditing using
the CAMA
professional
code of ethics,
statement of
auditing
guidelines etc.
Guide the
students to
produce
sample of
letter of
Engagement.
Guide the
students top
identify audit
working paper
file.

•
•

Audit
working
paper file.
Letter of
engagement.

2.9 Explain the methods or
approach to a audit such as
final audit, interim audit,
procedural audit continuous
audit and Balance Sheet
audit
2.10 Explain the advantages
and disadvantages of 2.9
above.
General Objective: 3.0Understand Professional Ethics
3.7 Define professional ethics.
• Explain
independence.
3.8 Describe the concept of
independence.
• Explain the need for
professional ethics.
3.9 Relate such ethics to
association with Directors,
• Explain the
shareholders and clients.
responsibilities of
Auditors to Directors
3.10 Explain auditor’s
to shareholders and
responsibilities to his
clients.
profession, colleagues and
society.
General Objective: 4.0 Know the Auditors Liabilities
4.1 Define liability
• Explain auditors
4.2 State the source of liability
liability.
4.3 Explain liability for
negligence under common
• Explain sources of
law
liability under
4.4 Explain liability under
common law, civil or
statute-Civil and Criminal
criminal law.
law
4.5 Discuss recent developments • Explain 3rd party
in third party liability.
liability and its
development.

•

Overhead
Projector

•

Able to
describe how
auditors
should behave
towards
stakeholders

•

Group
working to
produce
sample
guidelines for
the
information of
new
employees in
word
processed
format

•

Computer
with word
processing
package.

•

Overhead
projector

•

Able to
describe the
liability of
auditors in a
range of
situations

•

Direct
students to
produce a
word
processed
report
answering a
case study
posed scenario
question.

•

Computer
with word
processing
package.
Case study
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•

Explain auditor’s
protection against
liability.

General Objective: 5.0 Understand the Appointment and Removal of Auditors
6.3 Explain the procedure for
• Explain the
• Overhead
•
the appointment and removal
procedural for
projector
of auditors – legal and other
appointment and
requirements.
removal of auditors.
6.4 State the procedures for
fixing the remuneration of
auditors.
6.5 State the qualifications of an
Auditor as distinct from that
of accountants.

•

Explain procedure for
fixing remunerations.

•

Explain qualification
of Auditors.

Able to
describe the
process for
appointment
and removal
of auditors

•

Direct
students to
produce a
word
processed
report
answering a
case study
posed scenario
question.

General Objective: 6.0Know the Inter-Relationship of the Audit Functions and the Internal Control System
6.1 Define internal control,
• Explain internal
• Overhead
• Identify the
• Organize class
internal audit and internal
check, internal audit,
projector
relationship
into groups of
check.
internal control.
between audit
6 and lead
and internal
each group to
6.2 Explain the significance of
control
write internal
• Explain in detail the
an audit assignment.
control
items in internal
questionnaires
control questions
6.3 Explain the characteristics of
for major
(ICQ).
internal audit functions and
Accounting
the internal control
functions such
• Explain sound
questionnaires.
as purchases,
internal control
cash, payroll,
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•

Computer
with word
processing
package.
Case Study

•

Wordprocessor
Flipchart.

•

6.4 Explain the significance of
6.3 in an audit.

etc.
•

Direct
students to
investigate the
relationship
between audit
functions and
internal
control system
• Organize
feedback in
open debate.
General Objective: 7.0 Know Selections of Areas of Work Control, In-Depth tests use of graphing and of Sampling Techniques
7.1 Define work control in depth • Explain work control, • Overhead
• Ability to
• Direct
• Case Study
tests graphing and sampling
in-depth test, graphs
projector
devise work
students to
• Word
techniques.
and sampling
control test
produce a
processor
techniques.
and other
testing plan in
7.2 State the significance of
sampling
response to a
organizational charts and
techniques
case study
• Explain the relevance
flow charts in an audit
scenario
of flow charting.
procedure for 7-1 above.
• Explain the need for
7.3 Explain the testing of the
compliance tests
system of internal control,
transaction test and
compliance tests, transaction
sample and
tests and functional tests.
substantive test.
6.5 Explain the significance of
strong internal control
system.

•

Revise where
students have
problems
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PROGRAMME:

NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN BANKING AND FINANCE

COURSE TITLE:

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE FUNCTIONS

COURSE CODE:

IBF 222

DURATION:
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
2

Understand minimum standards for the operations of Institutions offering Islamic Finance Services

3

Know the role of Regulatory and Supervising Financial Institutions

4

Know the guidelines on Non-Interest Financial Institutions (NIFIs)

5

Know the permissible and Non-permissible transactions

6

Know the licensing requirements for NIFIs

7

Understand Publishing of Audited Financial Statements.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATION DIPLOMA IN BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SYSTEM
COURSE CODE: IBF 222
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Know the role of Regulatory and Supervisory Financial Institutions
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities
1.1 Define Regulatory and
Supervisory Institutions.
1.2 Explain the relationship of
Regulatory and Supervisory
Institutions with reporting
financial institutions.

•

•

Explain the role of
Regulatory and
Supervisory
Institutions.
Explain the
relationship of
Regulatory and
Supervisory
Institutions with
reporting financial
institutions

•
•

Books
Charts

•

Identify the
role of
Regulatory
and
Supervisory
institutions in
the financial
system

General Objective: 2.0 Know the Guidelines on Non-Interest Financial Institutions (NIFIs)
2.1 Define Non-Interest
• Explain what NIFIs
• Identity NIFIs
Financial Institutions
Books
are.
(NIFIs)
Charts
• Identify the
• Explain the legal
legal
2..2 Explain the guidelines for
backing for the
framework.
establishing Non-Interest
guidelines i.e the
Financial Institutions.
CBN Act.2007
• Identify the
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CREDIT HOURS:

Learning
Resources

Guide
Students to
identify the
role of
regulatory and
supervisory
institutions

Books
Charts

Guide
Students to
identify the
NIFI

Books
Charts
documents

andBOFIA 1991 (As
amended), and other
guidelines by the
CBN for non-interest.
•

content of
MEMAR

Explain Corporate
powers (MEMART)

General Objective: 3.0 Know the Permissible and Non-Permissible Transactions
3.1 Define permissible and
• Explain the terms
•
Non- permissible
Books
permissible and Nontransactions
Documents
permissible
transactions
3.2 Explain transactions in
accordance with principle
• Explain the rationale
and rules of Islamic
for the transactions to
Commercial jurisprudence.
either be permissible
and non-permissible.
3.3 Explain the examples of
Non-permissible
• Explain Nontransactions
permissible
transactions e.g.
Gambling, Gharar,
Maysir, etc.
General Objective: 4.0 Know the Licensing Requirement for NIFIs
4.1 Explain the process of grant • Explain the Approval
Books
•
of license
documents
In Principle (AIP)
and final License
4.2 Explain Banking
• Explain Regional,
authorization category
National and
•
International
4.3 Explain operation of an
licensing for MDBs
Islamic Subsidizing
• Explain NIFI window
Window or Branch
or subsidizing.
General Objective: 5.0 Know the Basic Framework for Islamic Finance System
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Identify
permissible
and Nonpermissible
Transactions

Guide students Books
to identify
Documents
permissible
and nonpermissible
transaction

.

Identify the
stages of
licensing
Identify the
categorization
of NIFIs

Guide students to
identify and
categorise NIFIS

Books
Documents

5.1 Explain the rules, laws and
•
sources of Sharia on Islamic
Finance System

Explain the rules,
laws and sources of
Sharia on IFS

•
•

Books
Other Sources

•

Demonstrate
knowledge of
Sharia on IFS

•

Guide students •
to evaluate
•
Sharia on
Islamic
Finance
System

•

Guide students
to identify
Nigerian
Financial
System

5.2 Explain the Sources of
Sharia in relation to Islamic
Finance System
General Objective: 6. 0 Understand the Structure of the Nigerian Financial System
6.1 Define Financial System
• Explain the financial • Books
• Identify
inter-relations in
Nigerian
• Charts
financial sector.
Financial
System and its
6.2 Explain the Nigerian
work
• Explain financial
market (money and
financial system.
capital).
6.3

Explain the sectors in the
Nigerian Financial System

6.4

Explain the regulations in
the Nigerian Financial
System

•

Explain financial
institutions (including
regulatory and
supervisory
authority).

•

Explain the formal
(banks and non banks
formal and informal
sector (savings and
loans association, cooperative, ete
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•
•
•
•
•

Books
Other
Sources

Books
Charts
Videos
Cassette and
Pad

PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: Islamic Banking Operation II
COURSE CODE: IBF 223
DURATION:
GOAL: The course is designed for students to acquire basic skills on foreign operations of Islamic Banks.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand Foreign Banking Operations of Islamic Banks
2.0 Know how Foreign Banking Operation is conducted in Islamic Banks.
3.0 Understand the different instruments used in Islamic Trade Financing
4.0 Know the importance of Foreign Trade in developing the Nigerian Economy
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PROGRAMME: NATIONAL INNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: Islamic Banking Operation II
COURSE CODE: IBF 223
YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand Foreign Banking Operations of Islamic Banks
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives

1.1 Explain Foreign Banking
Operations.
1.2 Explain the major types of
foreign transaction handled
by Islamic Bank.
1.3 Explain the major forms of
currency transaction.

• Explain the evolution
of international
Islamic banking
operations and the
different types of
foreign transactions
handled by banks in
the relation to:
a) Letters of credit
b) Bill for
Collection
c) Basic Travel
Allowances
d) Open Account
e) Advance
payment.

• Books
• Sample
documents.
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• Identify
foreign
banking
operations in
Islamic Banks.
• Identify
foreign
transaction
handled by
Islamic Banks.

CREDIT HOURS:

Teachers
Activities
• Guide student
to identify
foreign
banking
operations and
transactions in
Islamic Banks.

Learning
Resources
• Sample
documents
• Charts

General Objectives: 2.0 Know how Foreign Banking Operation is conducted in Islamic Banks.
2.1 Define the role of Central
Bank in managing flow of
foreign exchange.

2.2 Explain the operations
authorized to engage in
foreign exchange
transactions.
2.3 define the terms import and
exports and
2.4 explain how these are carried
out by Islamic Banks.
2.5 State the uniform rules for
collection on foreign
exchange.
2.6 Explain the documents used
for imports and export trade.

•

Explain major ways
foreign currencies are
transmitted by
Islamic Banks.
a) Telegraphic
transfers.
b) Transfer cheques
c) Bank cheque
d) Credit debit cards
e) Online
settlement.
• Explain the role of
the Central Bank in
regulation of
Examples (official
and parallel) and the
importance of the
following authorized
operations:
a) Central Bank
b) Commercial
Bank
c) Bureau-dechange.
d) Oil company

•
2.7 Define the process of
transferring moneys overseas
to settle foreign trade
transactions.
2.8 state the constraints of
international trade.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File cabinets
Magic Board
Projector
Screen
Microphone
Flip charts
Textbooks

Explain the process
required and
documentation for
imports and exports
of goods and services
in and out of Nigeria
and provision of the
QRC issued by ICC
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• Skills in
Islamic Bank
Foreign Trade
Operations.

• Lead active
tutorials on
foreign trade.

• Computers
• Letters of
instruction.
• Form ‘A’
• Form “M”
• Attachment
• Import
documents
• Dummy soft.

in 1996.
General Objectives: 3.0 Understand the different instruments used in Islamic Trade Financing
• Explain the
3.1 Explain the different
documents used in
• Sample
• Identify the
instruments Islamic Banks
import and export
documents
instrument
use in foreign trade
trade
used in foreign
• Charts
financing.
trade financing
• Explainthe different
by Islamic
ways Islamic Banks
Banks.
or excess monies in
settlement and
3.2 If Mu’abala and Isfisna’a
payments for these
used for LC financing what
services.
financing mode would
• Mention the major
suitable for inward LCs?
barriers to foreign
trade.
•

• Guide students
in identifying
instrument use
in foreign
trade
financing.

Explain Red and
Green letters of
Credit and the
suitable Islamic
Banking instruments
to use in financing
these international
trade agreements.

General Objectives: 4.0 Know the importance of Foreign Trade in developing the Nigerian Economy
4.1 Define International Trade
and its importance in
developing an emerging
economy like Nigeria.
4.2 Define the concepts of
Resource Based Economy
(RBE) and knowledge Based
Economy (NBE) and

•

Explain how
international Trade
can guarantee
economic growth and
development with the
scope of RSE and
KBE.

•

Explain the main

• Books
• Sample
documents
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• Identify the
importance of
International
Trade to
Nigeria

• Guide students
to appreciate
the importance
of
International
Trade to
Nigeria
economy.

Books
Documents

demonstrate which of these
concepts would guarantee
rapid economic development
for Nigeria.

advantage of Islamic
Trade Finance over
International or
Interest based
financing.

PROGRAMME: NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE:

ISLAMIC REINSURANCE (RETAKAFUL)

COURSE CODE:

IBF 224

DURATION:
GOAL: The course is designed for students to learn the concept of Retakaful
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Understand the concept and principles of Reinsurance Business.

2.0

Understand the forms of Reinsurance

3.0

Understand the concept of Retakaful
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4.0

Understand Retakaful mechanism and the Shariah condition necessary for a valid Retakaful arrangement.

5.0

Understand Retakaful challenges and way forward.

PROGRAMME:
NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE:ISLAMIC REINSURANCE (RETAKAFUL)
COURSE CODE: IBF 224
YEAR:
SEMESTER 1
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL: The course is designed for students to learn the concept of Retakaful (Islamic Reinsurance)
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand the concept and principles of Reinsurance Business.
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning Teachers
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives
Activities

CREDIT HOURS:

Learning
Resources

1.1 Explain the concept and
principles of Reinsurance.

•

Explain the concepts
• Books
and principles of
reinsurance, the
importance of spread
of risk.
General Objective: 2.0 Understand the forms of Reinsurance

•

Know
reinsurance
and risk

•

Guide students •
to reinsurance •
and risk.
•

Books
Charts
Clips

2.1 Explain forms of
Reinsurance.

•

Books

•

Identify forms
of reinsurance

•

Guide students •
to identify
•
reinsurance.
•

Books
Clips
Picture

Books

•

Identify
retakaful.

•

Guide students •
to identify
•
retakaful.

Books
Pictures

Explain the forms of
reinsurance i.e
proportionate, nonproportionate,
Retakful and treaty
reinsurance.

•

General Objective: 3.0 Understand the concept of Retakaful
3.1 Explain the concepts of
• Explain the concept
•
Retakaful
of retakaful and its
terms with the
committal
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reinsurance.
General Objectives: 4.0 Understand Retakaful mechanism and the Shariah condition necessary for a valid Retakaful arrangement.
4.1 Explain Retakful mechanism • Discuss the
• Books
• Identify
• Guide students • Books
and Shariah conditions for a
mechanism for
retakaful
to identify
• Pictures
valid Retakaful
arrangement retakaful
retakaful
• Charts
arrangement..
and the Shariah
mechanism.
conditions that must
be put in place for its
operations.
General Objectives: 5.0 Understand Retakaful challenges and way forward.
5.1 Explain Retakaful challenges • Explain the retakaful • Books
• Identify
• Guide students • Books
and way forward.
challenges and
retakaful
to appreciate
• Charts
professional terms.
mechanism and
the challenges • Documents
its challenges
of retakaful
and how to
resolve them.
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PROGRAMME: NATIONALINNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE TITLE: Risk Management in Islamic Financial Institutions
COURSE CODE: IBF 225
DURATION:
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:The course is aimed at educating the students to appreciate and learn the concept of Risk Management as it relates to the
operations of Islamic Financial Institutions.
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0 Understand the nature and human perception of risk
2.0 Understand the concept of Risk Management
3.0 Understand the concept of risk assessment and risk treatment
4.0 Identify risks that are specific to Islamic Financial Institution
5.0 Identify other risk associated to the operations of Islamic Financial Institutions
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-PROGRAMME:NATIONALINNOVATIONDIPLOMA IN ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE: Risk Management in Islamic Financial Institutions
COURSE CODE: IBF 225
YEAR: 2
SEMESTER 3rd
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL:
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand nature and human perception of risk
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Specific Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources
objectives

1.1Explain the meaning of risk
and its classifications.
1.2 Explain the Cost and
benefitof the role of risk.
1.3 Explain Human perception
of risk.

• Explain the ideas
incorporated in the
meaning of risk.
• Explain the
classification of risk
according to various
criteria.

•
•
•
•
•

Board
Projector
Screen
Flipchart
Textbooks.

• Distinguished between
the upside and down
side of risk.
• Outline the different
response to risk of
different individuals
and corporation.
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•

Identify risk,
its
classification
and costs.

•

Identify risk
management
element.

•

Assess risk.

CREDIT HOURS: 3

Teachers
Activities
•

Learning
Resources

Guide students •
to identify
•
risk, and its
•
classification.

Board
Charts
Books

• Explain the level of
risk as often perceived
differently by
individuals because of
their different
disposition.

General Objectives: 2.0 Understand the concept of Risk Management
2.1 Explain the concept of Risk
Management

• Explain risk
management.

•
•
•
•
•

Board
Projector
Screen
Flipchart
Textbooks.

•
•

Treat and
assess risk.

• Describe risk
management process
and evaluate the
impact of risk
management on
business.
General Objectives: 3.0 Understand the concept of risk assessment and risk treatment
3.1 Define Risk Assessment and
treatment
4 Explain the main
• Board
• Treat and
3.2 Explain the effectiveness in
features of risk
Assess risk.
• Projector
different situation.
identification
• Screen
techniques.
• Flipchart
3.3Explain the principles of risk
• Textbooks.
estimation and risk evaluation;
5 Evaluate their
effectiveness in
3.4Explain the main features of
different situation.
risk treatment.
6 Outline the principles
of risk estimation and
risk evaluation;
7 Explain the main
features of risk
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•

Guide students •
to identify
•
risk, and its
•
classification.

Board
Charts
Books

.

•

Guide students •
on how to
•
treat and
•
access risk..
•

Books
Charts
Financial
statement
Individual
statement of
account.

treatment.
General Objectives: 4.0 Identify risks that are specific to Islamic Financial Institution
4.1 Explain Risks that are
specific to Islamic financial
institutions.

Explain Risks that are
specific to Islamic
financial institutions.

Books
Documents

Identify those
risk that are
specific to
Islamic
Financial
Institution

•

Guide students Books
to differentiate Documents
risk in Islamic
Financial
Institutions.

General Objectives: 5.0 Identify other risk associated to the operations of Islamic Financial Institutions
5.1 Explain other risk associated
with Islamic Financial
Institutions

Explain other risk
associated to Islamic
Financial Institutions

•
•
•
•
•

Board
Projector
Screen
Flipchart
Textbooks.
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Identify those risk
exposures that are
relevant not only
to Islamic
Financial
Institutions but
also to other
business
endevours.

Guide students to
identify other risks
associated with
IFI

PROGRAMME:

NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE

COURSE TITLE:

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN ISLAMIC BANKS

COURSE CODE:

IBF 226

DURATION:
GOAL: To expose students to the concept of corporate governance and its application
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
Having successfully completed this course, students should:
1.0

Understand Corporate Governance

2.0

Know the requirements for Corporate Governance in Islamic Banks

3.0

Know the establishment of Advisory Committee of Experts (ACE)

4.0

Understand the responsibilities of ACE

5.0

Understand the reporting relationships of ACE

6.0

Understand Internal Sharia Compliance Unit.
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PROGRAMME:
INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC FINANCIAL SYSTEM
COURSE:CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN ISLAMIC BANKS

COURSE CODE: IBF 226

YEAR:
SEMESTER
PRE: REQUISITE
GOAL: To expose students to concept of Corporate Governance and its applications
GENERAL OBJECTIVE: 1.0 Understand Corporate Governance
week Specific Learning
Teachers
Learning
Outcome
Activities
Resources

Specific Learning
objectives

1.1 Explain the cardinal
objectives of Corporate
Governance

•
•

Explain Corporate
Governance
Explain BOD and
their roles
Explain Management
structure and their
roles

•
•
•

White Board
Charts
Books

•

1.2 Explain the roles and
•
responsibilities of the Board
of Directors (BOD) and
Management structures
General Objective: 2.0 Know the Requirement for Corporate Governance in IIFS
2.1 Explain the guidelines for
• Explain Corporate for • White Board
•
Corporate Governance for
NIFI’s.
• Charts
NIFIs
• Books
• Explain Corporate
2..2 Explain the provision of the
Governance for
Code of Corporate
Banks.
Governance for Banks in
Nigeria and other
subsequent amendments
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Teachers
Activities
•

Demonstrate
the knowledge
of Corporate
Governance

Demonstrate
their
understanding
of Corporate
Governance
practice

CREDIT HOURS:

•

Guide students
to understand
Corporate
Governance

Interpret the
relevant
provision of
BOFIA 1991
and CAMA
1990

Learning
Resources
•
•
•

White Board
Charts
Books

•
•
•

White Board
Charts
Books

thereof.
2.3 Explain all relevant
provisions of BOFIA 1991
(as amended) and CAMA
1990 (as amended)

General Objective: 3.0 Know the Establishment of Advisory Committee of Experts (ACE)
3.1 Define the statutory
• Books
• Demonstrate
requirement for ACE in
their
• Explain the role of
• White Board
NIFIs
ACE
understanding
• Charts
of the
• Explain the
3.2 Explain the Tenureship of
responsibilitie
appointment and
ACE
s of ACE
composition of ACE

Guide students on
the establishment
of ACE

Books
Documents

3.3 Explain the qualification
for appointment as ACE
3.4 Explain the composition of
ACE
3.5 Explain the process of
confirmation of
appointment
General Objective: 4.0 Understand the responsibilities of ACE
4.1 Explain ACE
• Explain Sharia
• Books
accountability
decisions.
• Charts
on all Sharia decisions
• White Board
• Explain Sharia
4.2 Explain ACE advice to
validation for New
Board on jurisprudence
Products and
Matters.
Services
4.3 Explain the process of
endorsement and validation
of new Products and
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•

Identify Sharia
decisions on
new Products
and Services
development

Guide students
to identify the
responsibilities
of ACE

Books
Documents

Services

General Objective: 5.0
5.1 Know the reporting
relationship to BOD

Understand the reporting relationship of ACE
• Explain the
• Books
relationship and the
• Charts
dotted line reporting
• White Board
5.2 Explain the issuances of
relationship with
Annual Report in
MD/CEO, and BOD
compliance
with Accounting and
Auditing
Organizations of Islamic
Finance Institutions
(AAOIFs) governance
standards.
General Objective: 6.0 Understand Internal Sharia Compliance Unit (ISCU)
6.1 Explain the functions of
• Explain the need for
• Books
ISCU
the ISCU.
• Charts
• White Board
6.2 Explain the status of
• Explain the
ISCU as the first point of
investigative process
reference issues for Sharia
of compliance issues.
compliance issues
6.5 Explain the role of ISCU as
the Secretariat for ACE.
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•

Demonstrate
their
understanding
of the ACE
reporting
relationship
with BOD,
Management
and FRACE

•

Identify the
role of ISCU.

•

Ask Questions

•

Guide students
to identify the
role of ISCU

•
•
•
•

Books
Charts
White Board

EDP 201
INTRODUCTION TO ENTERPRENEURSHIP

155

IBF 227
PROJECT
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LIST OF MINIMUM REQUIRED EQUIPMENT FOR NID ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE

A.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
B.

Lecture Room
Public Address System (PAS)
Flip Chart Board
Magic Board
Overhead Projector
Projector Screen
Water Dispenser
Chairs And Tables
Water Board And Marker
Teacher Podium.
Computer Studio

1) Computers (Workstation)
2) Computer (Server)
3) Internet Service Provider (ISP)
4) Water Dispenser
5) Chairs And Tables
6) Air Conditioners
7) Projector
8) Projector Screen
9) Filling Cabinets
10) Presentation Pointer (Electronic)
11) Local Area Network LAN)
C.

20 Sets

Documents
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1) Account Opening Forms
2) Current Account Cheque Book
3) Deposit/Withdrawal Slips
4) Saving Pass Book
5) Internal Credit/Debit Slips
6) Credit/Debit Advice Slips
7) Account Mandates Forms
8) Funds Transfer Forms
9) Policy Documents And Insurance Claim Forms
10) ATM Cards

D.

Banking Hall

1) Teller Cubicles
2) Computers (Workstation)
1 Set
3) Telephone Head
4) Business Application Software
Various
5) Note Counting Machine
6) Filling Cabinet
7) Water Dispensers
8) Bank Stamps
9) Price Display Board
10) Notice Board
11) Fire Extinguishers
12) Plasma Television
13) Notes Detector Machine/Mercury Bulb
14) 3-in 1 Printer (+ Photocopier And Scanning)
15) Customers Chairs
16) POS Machine
17) Registers
18) Deposit Slip Box
19) Customer Complain Box
20) Till Box
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ADDRESS
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EMAIL
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